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PART I: BEFORE
We#are#building#up#a#new#world,"
We#are#building#up#a#new#world,"
We#are#building#up#a#new#world,"
Builders#must#be#strong."
"
Sisters,#don’t#be#weary,"
Sisters,#don’t#be#weary,"
Sisters,#don’t#be#weary,"
Builders#must#be#strong."
"
Brothers,#don’t#be#weary,"
Brothers,#don’t#be#weary,"
Brothers,#don’t#be#weary,"
Builders#must#be#strong."
"
People,#don’t#be#weary,"
People,#don’t#be#weary,"
People,#don’t#be#weary,"
Builders#must#be#strong."
"
Praise,#give#God#glory,"
Praise,#give#God#glory,"
Praise,#give#God#glory,"
Children#of#the#light."
"
"
We" sweat" and" sway" and" join" our" hands" together," singing" these"
verses" to" the" tune" of" the" old" spiritual" “We" Are" Climbing" Jacob’s" Ladder”"
under" a" southern" August" sky.# The" French" Broad" River," full" and" brown,"
courses" past" the" campground" where" this" group" of" Southern" Christians"
stands" like" a" modernIday" revival" meeting." Phyllis" Tickle," a" major" figure" in"
the"emergent"church"movement,"and"Vincent"Harding,"a"black"Civil"Rights"
activist," lead" the" singing." I" am" at" the" Wild" Goose" Festival," held" in" the" tiny"
Appalachian" town" of" Hot" Springs," NC," and" we" are" at" closing" ceremonies,"
celebrating" four" days" of" hymnsings," discussions" on" gay" rights," workshops"
on" racism," talks" about" climate" change," and" musical" numbers" by" Christian"
performers—from"bluegrass"bands"to"the"Indigo"Girls.""
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The"founders"of"the"Wild"Goose"Festival"describe"it"as"a""space"for"
courageous," imaginative," and" participative" social" justice" work," creative"
expression," spiritual" practice," and" astonishing" music."1" The" festival’s"
conservative"evangelical"critics"call"it"“a"fullIblown"EasternIstyle"mysticismI
energized," quasiIMarxist," liberal," antiIatonement," proIhomosexual"
marriage"‘community.’”2!Southern"Christians—mostly"evangelicals,"but"also"
mainline"Protestants"and"a"smattering"of"Catholics—come"to"the"festival"to"
play" and" enjoy" music" and" to" hear" from" important" progressive" evangelical"
figures," from" Philip" Yancey" to" Jim" Wallis." Based" on" my" ethnographic"
research" at" the" 2013" Wild" Goose" Festival," this" project" explores" how" the"
Wild" Goose" Festival" provides" a" space" for" Southern" Christians" who" are"
interested"in"progressive"social"and"political"issues"to"learn"the"language"of"
progressivism" (and" especially" of" structural" systems)" from" highIprofile"
progressive"Christians."The"festival"embodies"the"ongoing"struggle"of"these"
Southern"Christians"to"navigate"what"it"means"to"retain"the"characteristics"
of"Southern"Christian"identity"(from"song"to"liturgical"styles"to"food)"while"
leaning" left" politically" and" socially." I" argue" that" the" Wild" Goose" Festival"
attempts" to" do" the" important" job" of" bridging" the" divide" between" the"
secular"left"and"the"Religious"Right"by"helping"Southern"Christians"to"speak"
the"language"of"both"sides."
The" Wild" Goose" Festival" counters" the" popular" conception" of" the"
evangelical" as" fundamentalist," judgmental," and" hypocritical." In" his" 1991"
book" Culture# Wars," sociologist" James" Davison" Hunter" describes" the"
phenomenon" of" the" culture" wars—the" polarization" of" American" society"
over" issues" of" family," sexuality," gender," education," politics," and" more,"
inflamed" by" the" Religious" Right.3# For" the" Wild" Goose" Festival" participants,"
evangelical"Christianity"has"for"too"long"been"missing"from"the"progressive"
side"of"this"divide."At"the"closing"ceremonies,"shortly"before"we"all"joined"
hands"for"that"final"hymn,"the"producer"of"the"Wild"Goose"Festival"stood"on"
the"main"stage"and"said,"“The"media"has"been"telling"us"what"Christians"are"
like,"and"we’re"not"like"them...I"don’t"want"Christian"to"mean"what"it"means"
in" the" media" right" now.”" Like" him," the" founders" and" participants" in" the"
festival"want"to"combat"negative"perceptions"of"Christianity;"they"want"to"
deconstruct" the" image" of" the" Bible" Belt" as" the" home" of" conservative,"
judgemental" Southern" Christianity." In" short," they" want" to" prove" that"
evangelical"Christians"are"not"just"the"Religious"Right."Instead,"the"Goosers"
are" Southern" Christian" activists" committed" to" artistic" expression,"
spirituality," and" social" justice—three" themes" I" will" use" to" examine" this"
festival.""
"
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"

KEY TERMS
"
"
Before"we"begin"to"examine"the"Wild"Goose"Festival"more"deeply,"
however," I" must" clarify" the" terms" used" in" this" paper." The" first" term,"
evangelicalism," has" a" hotly" contested" definition" due" to" the" sweeping"
diversity"of"evangelical"expression"and"identity."David"Bebbington"outlines"
four" defining" qualities" of" evangelicalism:" “conversionism," the" belief" that"
lives"need"to"be"changed;"activism,"the"expression"of"the"gospel"in"effort;"
biblicism," a" particular" regard" for" the" Bible;" and" what" may" be" called"
crucicentrism," a" stress" on" the" sacrifice" of" Christ" on" the" cross.”4" Douglas"
Sweeney" further" defines" evangelicalism" as" “a" movement" of" orthodox"
Protestants" with" an" eighteenthIcentury" twist.”5" This" twist" is" the" emphasis"
on" going" out" into" and" working" in" the" world," not" just" staying" inside" the"
church."In"the"eighteenthIcentury"Great"Awakening,"he"explains,"Protestant"
ministers" decided" “to" get" off" their" highIchurch" horses" and" to" take" the"
gospel" to" the" streets,”" where" they" “preached" in" the" fields," transgressed"
parish" boundaries," and" said" that" the" world" was" now" their" parish.”6" In" the"
modern"world,"this"means"that"“evangelicals"cling"to"the"gospel"message"as"
spelled" out" in" the" Bible" and" seek" to" spread" it" as" far" and" wide" as" limited"
resources" allow.”7" Randall" Balmer" proposes" another" definition" of" an"
evangelical,"consisting"of"three"parts:"valuing"scripture"as"God’s"revelation,"
seeing" conversion" as" central" for" becoming" a" believer," and" recognizing" the"
imperative" to" evangelize.8" In" this" paper," I" will" adhere" to" these" main"
concepts,"defining"evangelicals"as"Christians"who"emphasize"the"centrality"
of"the"gospel—and"of"sharing"it"and"changing"people’s"lives"through"ChristI
centered"activism.""
Yet" even" having" settled" upon" a" definition" of" evangelicalism," there"
are" many" varieties" of" evangelicals" that" exist" under" this" term."
Anthropologist" Omri" Elisha" writes" about" the" “lived" experience”" of"
evangelicals," which" “entails" a" host" of" quotidian" dilemmas," aspirations,"
innovations," and" frustrations" that" are" not" always" easily" explained" (or"
dismissed)"by"a"single,"cohesive,"uniformly"authorized"system"of"doctrine.”9"
Amidst"this"milieu,"I"will"call"the"most"wellIknown"variety"of"evangelicals,"at"
least"in"the"American"media,"mainstream#evangelicals.""
When" someone" utters" the" word" “evangelical,”" most" Americans—
especially" the" younger" generations—immediately" picture" mainstream"
evangelicals," which" is" unsurprising," as" mainstream" evangelicals"
compromise" the" majority" of" American" evangelicals." To" paint" a" statistical"
picture," American" evangelicals" are" mostly" from" the" South" (50%)" and"
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overwhelmingly"nonIHispanic"white"(81%)."These"white"Southerners"make"
up" the" core" of" mainstream" evangelicalism." They" appear" in" the" news" for"
advocating" creationism," promoting" abstinenceIonly" sexual" education,"
opposing" abortion," and" taking" other" conservative" stances." 59%" advocate"
Biblical" literalism," saying" that" scripture" is" the" “Word" of" God," literally" true"
word" for" word.”" 50%" of" American" evangelicals" identify" as" Republican" or"
lean" Republican," while" 52%" identify" as" conservative." More" than" one"in"six"
say"homosexuality"should"be"discouraged"by"society,"while"half"agree"that"
the"government"should"do"more"to"protect"morality.10""
In" contrast" to" this" conservative" and" vocal" majority" exists" the#
progressive#evangelical#minority.11"While"mainstream"evangelicalism"has"its"
Jerry"Falwells"and"Pat"Robertsons,"progressive"evangelicals"have"voices"like"
those" of" Jim" Wallis," Brian" McLaren," and" Philip" Yancey—all" of" whom" have"
appeared" at" the" Wild" Goose" Festival." These" progressive" evangelicals" also"
value" scripture," but" read" it" in" different" ways" than" their" mainstream"
counterparts," finding" in" the" gospel" a" message" to" help" the" poor" and" the"
hungry,"to"work"for"peace,"and"to"advocate"for"social"justice."As"historians"
Brian" Steensland" and" Philip" Goff" explain," progressive" evangelicals" have" “a"
multifaceted"social"ethic"that"seeks"to"change"social"structures"in"addition"
transforming"individual"lives"and"that"is"growing"more"comfortable"with"the"
aim"of"seeking"justice.”12"Though"their"stances"vary,"many"of"them"support"
progressive" political" and" social" issues," such" as" environmentalism," LGBTQ"
rights,"and"racial"and"socioeconomic"justice.""
A"subset"of"progressive"evangelicalism"significantly"represented"at"
the" Wild" Goose" Festival" is" emergent# Christianity.# Diane" Winston" explains"
this"movement:""
"
Members" of" the" emerging" church" movement," 'emergents'" for"
short,"define"themselves"as"'missional'"(responding"to"the"needs"of"
the" world" instead" of" just" the" church)," 'relational'" (putting" people"
first),"and"'traditional'"(practicing"authentic,"orthodox"Christianity)."
They"favor"the"term"selfIsustainability,"applying"it"to"the"way"they"
live," their" idea" of" church," and" their" relationship" to" the" U.S."
economy.13"
"
Emergents," with" their" emphasis" on" being" “missional”" and" “relational,”"
deeply" involve" themselves" in" social" activism," especially" missional" living—
going" to" live" among" the" populations" (such" as" a" poor" innerIcity"
neighborhood)"with"whom"they"want"to"work."They"also"often"take"part"in"
projects" such" as" house" churches" and" church" plants," shying" away" from"
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commercialized"megachurch"models.14"In"addition,"they"have"an"interest"in"
the" practices" of" the" early" church," and" often" participate" in" the" emergent"
project" of" New" Monasticism," a" movement" that" “emphasizes" living" in"
community," a" commitment" to" place," radical" hospitality," and" local"
outreach.”15" In" terms" of" demographics," the" movement" has" been" popular"
among" urban," middleIclass," educated," young" whites,16" which" certainly" fits"
the"demographics"of"the"majority"of"attendees"at"the"Wild"Goose"Festival,"
which"included"many"emergents."""
"
Christianity"in"the"South—especially"evangelical"Christianity—has"a"
distinct"regional"flavor"to"it,"one"which"I"argue"that"the"participants"at"Wild"
Goose" Festival" try" to" retain" while" becoming" more" politically" and" socially"
progressive."Southern"Christianity,"as"seen"by"outsiders,"has"always"seemed"
curiously" emotional." Historian" Paul" Harvey" explains" that" 19th" century"
Northerners"“portrayed"southern"believers"variously"as"exotically"primitive,"
pathetically" backward," folkishly" quaint”" and" saw" Southern" religion" as"
“overwrought," antiIintellectual," and" devoted" to" personal" experience" over"
formalized"understandings"of"faith.”17""
This" major" characteristic" of" Southern" Christianity—its" emotional"
and"experiential"vitality—comes"from"the"complicated"racial"history"of"the"
South." The" interactions" between" white" Christians" and" black" slaves" in" the"
antebellum" South" led" to" tension" and" conflict," but" also" to" a" rich" culture" of"
religious"practice"and"music."As"Sweeney"writes:"
"
[B]lack" and" white" evangelical" Christians" have" been" knit" together"
with" yarns" from" a" common" spiritual" ancestry." White" evangelicals"
first" announced" the" gospel" to" those" they" had" enslaved," providing"
the" means" of" grace" for" Africans" in" exile." In" turn," black" Christians"
developed" their" own" ecclesiastical" traditions," improving" on" the"
message" they" heard" and" returning" significant" contributions" to" the"
evangelical" movement." The" Africans'" fullIbodied," improvisational,"
communal" worship" and" praise;" their" dynamic" preaching" methods;"
their"commitment"to"biblical"justice;"even"dozens"of"their"spirituals"
have"leavened"the"evangelical"movement"here"and"abroad.18"
"
The" practices" Sweeney" describes—the" shouted" preaching," the" embodied"
and" energetic" worship," and" of" course," the" music—were" shared" black" and"
white" experiences" that" shaped" Southern" religious" culture." The" distinctive"
gospel,"bluegrass,"and"folk"sounds"of"Southern"music,"echoed"on"the"stages"
at" the" Wild" Goose" Festival," came" to" life" in" the" hymnsings" and" camp"
meetings" of" the" antebellum" South." Blacks" and" whites" shared" many"
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elements" of" culture" and" religion," including" "impassioned" sermons," folk"
songs" and" gospel" hymns," revival" services," baptisms," foodways," and"
folkways.”19" Even" after" black" and" white" evangelicals" splintered" off" into"
separate" groups," these" threads" of" similarities" continued" to" survive,"
preserved" and" celebrated" in" rousing" gospel" anthems," a" love" for" fried"
chicken" and" soul" food" among" Southern" churchgoers," and" a" tradition" of"
wading" in" the" river" to" pray." At" the" Wild" Goose" Festival," held" deep" in" the"
mountains"of"Appalachia,"these"characteristics"thrived."
"

THE ROOTS OF THE WILD GOOSE FESTIVAL
"
"
The" Wild" Goose" Festival," held" for" the" first" time" in" 2011," was"
inspired" by" the" annual" Greenbelt" festival" in" the" U.K." Greenbelt" has" a" long"
history" as" a" Christian" music" festival.20" Founded" in" 1974," it" also" features"
speakers" on" various" religious" and" social" issues," calling" itself" “a" collision" of"
the" arts," faith" and" justice.”21" The" American" founders" of" the" Wild" Goose"
Festival" were" loyal" Greenbelt" attendees" who" decided" to" found" a" similar"
festival"in"the"US."They"“began"studying"Greenbelt"and"learning"from"their"
experiences"to"shape"a"similarlyIinspired"event"state"side.”22"The"Goosers—
as" the" founders" of" and" participants" in" the" Wild" Goose" Festival" call"
themselves—were" also" inspired" by" the" models" of" Burning" Man," the" Iona"
Community,"and"South"by"Southwest"(SXSW).""
Interestingly,"neither"Burning"Man"nor"SXSW"are"religious"festivals;"
instead,"they"focus"on"art"and"music,"as"well"as"innovation"(in"the"case"of"
SXSW)"and"radical"communal"living"(at"Burning"Man)."Meanwhile,"the"Iona"
Community,"an"ecumenical"neomonastic"community"in"Scotland,"runs"Wild"
Goose" Publications," releasing" books" on" meditation," prayer," Christian"
liturgy," and" other" spirituality" topics." The" “Wild" Goose”" of" the" Wild" Goose"
Festival"and"of"Wild"Goose"Publications"are"the"same,"“a"Celtic"spirituality"
metaphor" that" evokes" unpredictability," beauty," and" grace.”23" The" Wild"
Goose" Festival," mainly" evangelical" and" heavily" emergent" church," has"
chosen" these" seemingly" disparate" influences;" as" such," they" give" us" insight"
into"its"vision.""
The"festival"has"links"to"Europe,"both"through"the"British"Greenbelt"
Festival" and" through" the" Scottish" Iona" Community—as" well" as" through"
choosing"a"symbol"tied"to"Celtic"metaphor."In"fact,"Gareth"Higgins,"an"Irish"
writer" who" now" lives" in" North" Carolina," directs" the" Wild" Goose" Festival.24"
His"Irish"accent"sticks"out"in"contrast"to"the"thick"Southern"accents"that"run"
through" many" of" the" other" voices" at" the" festival." When" asked" in" a" 2011"
interview"about"his"vision"for"the"Wild"Goose"Festival,"Higgins"answered:"
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"
A"justice"festival"that"feels"more"like"a"long"weekend"party"than"a"
conference,"rooted"in"the"progressive"Christian"tradition,"using"the"
lenses"and"gifts"of"art,"music,"and"conversation"to"nurture"a"radical"
community" of" people" connected" to" each" other," to" the" suffering"
people"of"the"world,"and"to"the"earth"itself.25"
"
Holding"true"to"that"dream,"the"event"focuses"on"leftIleaning"social"justice"
issues—gay" rights," environmentalism," racial" inequality," and" gender"
equality."Many"bigIname"progressive"Christians"attend."In"the"first"year"of"
the" festival" alone," Jim" Wallis," Phyllis" Tickle," Vincent" Harding," and" Brian"
McLaren" spoke," all" of" them" major" figures" in" progressive" evangelical"
Christianity."In"fact,"one"of"the"main"goals"of"the"festival"is"to"give"Southern"
Christians," especially" those" from" small" towns" and" conservative"
congregations," a" chance" to" interact" with" the" movers" and" shakers" of"
progressive"evangelical"Christianity."The"Wild"Goose"Festival’s"website"says:"
"
The" atmosphere" intentionally" lowers" class" and" social" barriers,"
creating" free" interaction" between" even" the" most" accomplished"
speakers"and"attenders."And"attenders"have"the"chance"to"request"
and"host"informal"conversations"about"topics"they’re"interested"in"
during" the" event," which" may" be" attended" by" GrammyIwinning"
producers," seminary" presidents," OscarIcarrying" writers," New# York#
Times# bestIselling" authors," and" a" host" of" others" they" wouldn’t"
usually"have"the"chance"to"interact"with.26"
"
Such" opportunities" are" extremely" important" and" influential" for" Southern"
evangelicals," who" find" themselves" in" one" of" the" most" politically"
conservative" areas" of" the" country." The" Wild" Goose" Festival" gives" these"
Southern" evangelicals—who" are" interested" in" progressive" causes" but" may"
not"know"how"to"enact"them—a"chance"to"interact"with"and"learn"from"the"
progressive" voices" they" read" in" books" and" online." At" the" Wild" Goose"
Festival,"they"can"meet"these"teachers"in"person.""""
"

SOUTHERN EVANGELICALISM
"
"
The" emphasis" on" social" justice" and" activism" at" the" Wild" Goose"
Festival" is," in" a" way," a" return" to" the" legacy" of" early" evangelicals" in" the"
South." As" Christine" Leigh" Heyrman" explains" in" Southern# Cross:# The#
Beginnings#of#the#Bible#Belt,"evangelical"Christianity"did"not"always"have"a"
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stronghold" in" the" South." Though" a" diverse" religious" mix," including"
Anglicans," Roman" Catholics," German" Lutherans," English" Quakers," and"
Presbyterians," called" the" region" home," evangelical" missionaries" such" as"
Baptists"and"Methodists"did"not"arrive"in"the"South"until"the"midI1700s.27"
Southern" society" actually" saw" early" evangelicals" as" “odd" at" best" and"
subversive"at"worst.”28"Felt"to"be"outsiders,"these"evangelicals"championed"
causes" like" abolition" and" interracial" worship" and" elevated" the" role" of"
women;" however," as" evangelicals" started" to" gain" greater" acceptance" in"
Southern" society" after" 1800," things" began" to" change." Women" lost" power,"
blacks" fled" interracial" churches" to" found" separate" ones" when" they" faced"
greater" prejudice," and" wealthier" white" men" started" to" align" themselves"
with" evangelical" churches.29" The" evangelical" Christian" became" less" rabbleI
rouser"and"more"establishment.""
"
However,"later"evangelical"movements"continued"to"stir"up"society."
Near" the" end" of" the" 19th" century," evangelicals" became" fighters" for" a"
number" of" progressive" causes." As" postmillennial" Christians," they" believed"
that" this" would" bring" a" thousandIyear" period" of" peace" and" love." They"
“wedded" religious" fervor" to" social" change" in" campaigns" for" abolition,"
female"suffrage,"and"labor"reform.”30"Later,"the"rise"of"the"Social"Gospel"in"
the" twentieth" century" led" mainline" Protestants—as" well" as" some" on" the"
evangelical"left—to"become"engaged"in"social"issues"of"poverty"and"labor.31"
The" 1950s" and" 1960s" heralded" the" Civil" Rights" Movement," led" by" many"
Southern" Christians" and" evangelicals—most" notably" the" Baptist" Rev." Dr."
Martin"Luther"King,"Jr."In"the"fight"for"social"justice,"the"Wild"Goose"Festival"
builds"upon"this"longer"evangelical"history"of"challenging"the"status"quo"in"
order" to" work" toward" the" kingdom" of" God." However," that" account" differs"
from"the"mainstream"evangelical"story"at"the"forefront"of"the"minds"of"the"
American"public."
"
For" most" Americans," evangelical" is" nearly" synonymous" with" the"
Religious" Right." Balmer" defines" the" Religious" Right" as" “a" movement" of"
politically"conservative"evangelicals"who,"since"the"late"1970s,"have"sought"
to"exert"their"influence"in"political,"cultural,"and"legal"matters.”32"Emerging"
in" the" 1970’s," with" the" voices" of" Jerry" Falwell" and" other" conservative"
evangelicals"leading"the"way,"the"potent"force"of"conservative"Christianity"
helped"to"elect"Reagan,"opposed"abortion,"and"advocated"for"the"teaching"
of" creationism." The" Religious" Right" formed" political" organizations" like" the"
Moral" Majority," Focus" on" the" Family," and" the" Family" Research" Council,"
organizations" which" opposed" abortion" and" advocated" “traditional" family"
values,”" a" phrase" affirming" patriarchal" gender" roles.33" Winston" explains"
that" these" issues" “provided" the" new" movement" with" a" defining" cause," a"
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fundIraising" strategy," and" an" opening" salvo" in" what" would" become" the"
'culture"war.'"34"In"the"21st"century,"the"Religious"Right"continues"to"fight,"
persisting" with" their" antiIabortion" and" proIRepublican" stances" and"
countering" sameIsex" marriage" with" their" “Biblical" definition" of" marriage.”"
For" the" American" public," the" word" “evangelical”" thus" has" come" to"
represent"these"forces"of"conservative"Christianity,"especially"strong"in"the"
American"South."
"
The"American"media"is"complicit"in"pushing"this"as"the"sole"image"
of" the" American" evangelical." In" a" recent" study" of" “ten" general"
interest/consumer" magazines" and" six" daily" newspapers,”" 369" pieces"
mentioned"the"Religious"Right,"while"pieces"mentioning"“the"Religious"Left,"
religious" liberals," or" religious" progressives"" numbered" only" 58.35" The"
outrageous" stories" of" religious" fundamentalists" make" more" interesting"
news"fodder"than"progressive"Christians"doing"good"deeds—all"part"of"the"
Religious" Right’s" media" strategy." Winston" explains" that" conservative"
Christians" want" to" keep" alive" the" image" of" “religious" liberals" as" bleeding"
hearts" or" commie" shills,”" creating" a" “portrait" of" liberal" ineptitude" and"
irrelevancy.”36""
Highly" aware" of" this" situation," the" Wild" Goose" Festival" organizers"
are"frustrated"with"being"squeezed"out"of"the"media"by"the"narrative"of"the"
culture"wars,"with"the"Religious"Right"on"one"side"and"secular"activists"on"
the" other." In" an" interview" about" the" first" Wild" Goose" Festival" in" 2011,"
executive"director"Gareth"Higgins"said:""
"
I"believe"the"country"is"at"a"critical"juncture."The"culture"wars"have"
clearly"not"ended"with"the"election"of"President"Obama,"but"rather"
have"intensified."The"progressive"Christian"movement"is"assailed"by"
both"its"right"wing"denouncers,"and"secular"progressives"who"don’t"
want"to"have"anything"to"do"with"religion.37""
"
Meanwhile,"festival"organizers"wrote"in"a"blog"post"that"they"seek"“to"bring"
together" a" diverse" community" of" creative" people" and" idea" leaders" whose"
ethos"and"work"does"not"fit"neatly"into"the"Left/Right,"evangelical/mainline"
boxes"that"our"soundbiting"media"tends"to"inflict"upon"us.”38"The"powerful"
word" “inflict”" shows" that" these" progressive" evangelicals" feel" powerless" to"
change"the"media’s"story—but"the"story"is#changing,"even"if"the"media"fails"
to" fully" cover" it." In" his" study" of" megachurch" evangelicals," Omri" Elisha"
explains" that" “a" concerted" effort" on" the" part" of" public" evangelicals" to"
distance"themselves"from"the"harsh,"combative"tone”"of"the"Religious"Right"
has" led" to" "the" gradual" broadening" of" evangelical" social" consciousness,”"
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where"some"evangelicals"turn"to""issues"of"poverty,"human"rights,"and"the"
environment.”39" Along" with" Elisha’s" Tennessee" churchgoers," the"
participants" and" creators" of" the" Wild" Goose" Festival" form" a" part" of" this"
trend,"defining"themselves"in"contrast"to"the"Religious"Right.""
Some"scholars"call"this"emerging"movement"New#Evangelicalism."In"
The#New#Evangelical#Social#Outreach,#a"book"that"presents"an"array"of"case"
studies"on"the"“New"Evangelicals,”"editors"Brian"Steensland"and"Philip"Goff"
explain"the"new"evangelical"social"outreach"in"their"introduction:"
"
[T]he"recent"forms"of"engagement"are"in"critical"dialogue"with"the"
immediate" past—namely," with" the" strains" of" mainstream"
evangelicalism" that" gave" rise" to" the" Moral" Majority," the" suburban"
megachurch"movement"and"its"ethos,"and"the"close"allegiance"with"
the"Republican"Party."New"evangelicals"are"broadly"united"by"what"
they" have" reacted" against." Yet" there" is" a" positive" vision" that"
replaces" the" older" one." Contemporary" evangelicals" pursue" an"
expanded"range"of"social"concerns"that"in"their"view"better"reflects"
the"comprehensive"vision"of"the"Christian"gospel."This"is"more"than"
a" simple" numerical" increase" in" agenda" items." Evangelical"
engagement" has" increasingly" prioritized" aiding" the" disadvantaged"
and" seeking" the" public" good." This" expanded" range" of" concerns" is"
complemented"by"a"multifaceted"social"ethic"that"seeks"to"change"
social" structures" in" addition" to" transforming" individual" lives" and"
that" is" growing" more" comfortable" with" the" aim" of" seeking" justice."
New" theological" perspectives" undergird" this" contemporary" social"
vision.40"
"
The#New#Evangelical#Social#Outreach#includes"essays"describing"evangelical"
campus"ministries,"communal"living"projects,"New"Monasticism,"evangelical"
young"women"in"New"York"City,"evangelical"environmentalism,"and"more,"
all" manifesting" these" justiceIcentered" visions" of" Christianity." Many" of" the"
cases"in"this"volume"prove"similar"to"the"Wild"Goose"Festival,"but"one"thing"
makes"the"festival"unique."This"thesis"examines"how"the"Goosers"attempt"
to" retain" and" value" their" Southern# Christian# identity," while" adopting" the"
politics"and"language"from"the"national"stage"of"the"evangelical"left.""
"
"
"
"
"
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PART II: DURING
"

Figure 1: Campsites at the Wild Goose Festival.
Photographer: Abigail Clauhs.

"

"
When" I" arrived" at" the" Hot" Springs" Campground" on" the" hot" and"
muggy"afternoon"of"Thursday,"August"8th,"2013,"participants"were"already"
setting"up"their"campsites"(see"Figure"1)."Experienced"campers"had"sturdy"
tents" and" plenty" of" equipment;" others" simply" slung" their" hammocks" on"
trees"overlooking"the"French"Broad"River,"which"ran"right"along"the"side"of"
the" campground" and" provided" a" constant" soundtrack" of" flowing" water." It"
had"been"raining,"and"the"people"were"already"churning"the"dirt"footpaths"
into"mud"around"the"large"tents"where"the"events"would"soon"begin.""
The" first" Wild" Goose" Festival," attended" by" about" 1,500" people,"
occurred"in"2011"at"Shakori"Hills"Farm,"a"farmstead"near"Greensboro,"North"
Carolina.41" The" festival" took" place" there" again" in" 2012.42" In" 2013," the"
festival"(this"time"with"around"2,000"participants)"moved"from"Shakori"Hills"
Farm"to"Hot"Springs,"North"Carolina,"a"town"of"560"people.43"Hot"Springs"is"
less" than" a" hour’s" drive" away" from" Asheville," the" onceIhick" city" of" North"
Carolina" that" upIandIcoming" tattooed" hipsters," indie" musicians," and" craft"
breweries" now" call" home." Asheville," a" hotbed" of" Southerners" challenging"
traditional" Southern" mores," represents" part" of" the" phenomenon" Omri"
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Elisha" calls" the" “New" South" renaissance,”44" and" it" makes" sense" that" the"
Wild"Goose"Festival,"so"full"of"emergents"and"progressive"Christians,"would"
locate"itself"near"such"a"city."
Both" Shakori" Hills" Farm" and" the" Hot" Springs" campground" are"
outdoor" venues" where" participants" camp" out." The" Wild" Goose" Festival"
emphasizes"the"importance"of"closeness"to"nature."Brian"McLaren"explains"
that"gathering"in"a"beautiful"space"where"“the"logic"of"creation"[is]"creating"
the" architecture" around" us," rather" than" the" straight" lines" and" boxes" of"
human" construction”" spurs" creativity" and" hope.45" Meanwhile," the" festival"
organizers"write"that"“where"the"physical"design"of"the"site"helps"generate"
a" spirit" of" conversation" among" diverse" people," that" leads" to"
transformational" encounters.”46" Many" of" the" participants" I" interviewed"
emphasized"how"the"natural"setting"moved"them"spiritually.""
The" Hot" Springs" campgrounds" sits" at" the" edge" of" town," alongside"
the"river,"connected"by"a"series"of"dirt"roads."At"the"2013"festival,"the"tents"
of" sponsors" lined" the" main" road." This" spread" of" sponsors" leaned" left," but"
also" included" some" more" traditional" Southern" voices." Many" tents"
supported" progressive" causes," with" organizations" including" Stop" HoboI
phobia," NC" Stop" Torture" Now," and" Justice" for" Farmworkers." The" Human"
Rights" Campaign" (HRC)," a" major" LGBT" advocacy" organization," displayed" a"
large" poster" saying," “We" believe" faith" is" a" powerful" force" for" equality,”"
emphasizing"the"secular"HRC’s"efforts"to"reach"out"to"religious"leaders."Yet"
Consistent"Life,"a"proIlife"organization"which"opposes"abortion—as"well"as"
war," poverty," racism," and" capital" punishment—also" had" a" tent.47"
InterVarsity" Press," the" publishing" arm" of" the" mainstream" evangelical"
InterVarsity"Christian"Fellowship"organization,"was"housed"in"another"large"
tent." Many" Southern" seminaries" also" had" booths," as" well" as" a" couple"
seminaries" from" other" regions.48" Admissions" officers" eager" to" recruit" the"
younger"Christians"at"the"festival"manned"these"tents.""
Past" the" sponsor" tents" stood" the" Main" Stage," a" lowItech"
construction" with" a" few" spotlights" and" a" couple" microphones" on" stands"
(see"Figure"2)."A"sprayIpainted"mural"with"the"words"“Wild"Goose"Festival”"
served" as" the" backdrop." People" brought" folding" camping" chairs" and" set"
them" up" in" front" of" the" stage" in" anticipation" of" the" opening" ceremony."
Flashy"technology"and"expensive"production"services"were"absent;"this"was"
a"downIhome"affair.""
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"
Figure 2: Wild Goose Festival participants sitting in front of the Main
Stage. Photographer: Abigail Clauhs.
"
Participants" wore" casual" clothes," equipped" for" the" summer" heat."
Some"wandered"barefoot;"others"had"flipIflops"and"sandals."Many"wore"tI
shirts" promoting" various" progressive" causes," including" farmworker" justice,"
“Remember" the" Trail" of" Tears,”" and" “Love" Thy" Neighbor,”" with" a" list" of"
neighbors" including" the" homeless," Muslims," blacks," gays," and" atheists." A"
definite" division" existed" between" what" I" will" call" hipsters," hippies," and"
commonplace" attendees," which" reflected" the" intergenerational"
demographics"of"the"festival—and"of"Southern"progressive"evangelicals."""
The"demographic"group"of"“hipster"Christians”"represented"most"of"
the" young" people" at" the" festival." These" hipsters," mainly" people" in" their"
teens"and"twenties,"mostly"served"as"volunteers."When"not"wearing"official"
Wild" Goose" Festival" staff" tIshirts," they" often" sported" tight" white" tIshirts,"
laceIup" Converse" sneakers," and" thickIrimmed" fashion" glasses." Mostly"
white,"many"had"dreadlocks"and"tattoos,"and"while"I"walked"behind"a"pair"
of" them," they" started" having" a" conversation" about" the" best" places" at" the"
campsite"to"smoke"a"joint.""
Meanwhile," many" of" the" older" participants" fell" into" the" “hippie”"
category," people" who" still" remembered—and" waxed" poetic" on—
Woodstock"and"other"outdoor"musical"festivals"of"the"1970s."They"saw"the"
Wild"Goose"Festival"as"a"continuation"of"that"tradition."They"could"be"found"
wearing" tieIdye" and" long," flowy" skirts." While" the" male" hipsters" had" short"
hair" and" trimmed" goatees," many" of" the" “hippie”" men" had" long" hair" and"
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lengthy"beards."Many"of"these"attendees"led"events"like"singing"circles,"jam"
sessions,"and"nature"walks.""
The" most" common" demographic" group," however," was" what" I" call"
here"the"“commonplace”"participant."By"this,"I"mean"your"typical"Southern"
evangelical:" white," middleIaged—or" older—men" and" women" wearing" tI
shirts," cargo" shorts," straw" sunhats," and" sometimes" even" fannyIpacks." Not"
quite" as" trendy" as" the" hipsters—but" not" quite" as" freeIspirited" as" the"
hippies—the" commonplace" participants" consisted" mostly" of" church"
administrators,"ministers,"or"representatives"sent"by"their"congregations"to"
bring" back" what" they" had" heard." Many" brought" their" families" or" church"
groups."Though"many"of"the"hippies"and"hipsters"were"Southern"and"some"
were"local,"more"of"the"commonplace"participants"were"local,"a"good"deal"
from" North" Carolina." Southern" accents" filled" the" campsites" in" a" way" they"
did"not"onstage,"where"speakers"hailed"from"all"over"the"United"States.""
Along"with"being"Southern,"participants"were"also"overwhelmingly"
white;"people"of"color,"including"a"handful"of"South"Asians,"blacks,"Latinos,"
and" Native" Americans," made" up" perhaps" one" out" of" every" thirty"
participants"(3%).49"This"is"not"a"surprising"demographic"makeup,"since"81%"
of" American" evangelicals" are" nonIHispanic" whites.50" More" racial" diversity"
existed" among" speakers," however." Out" of" 68" speakers" (not" including"
musical"performers),"approximately"thirteen"(19%)"people"of"color"spoke.51"
These"imbalances"would"be"a"subject"of"discussion"many"times"during"the"
four"days"of"the"festival."
That" first" day," however," the" atmosphere" felt" relaxed" but" eager."
While"a"few"performers"played"onstage,"people"buzzed"about"the"next"day,"
when"the"festival"would"go"into"full"swing."I"made"another"loop"around"the"
campground." People" had" handIlettered" Mary" Oliver’s" poem" “Wild" Geese”"
and"Wendell"Berry’s"“The"Wild"Geese”"onto"big"painted"sheets"of"plywood"
(see"Figure"3).#One"woman"taught"yoga;"a"man"led"a"workshop"on"building"
communion" tables" and" promised" that" he" would" be" holding" “guerilla"
communion" events.”" Old" friends" from" previous" Wild" Goose" Festivals"
greeted"each"other,"while"other"people"were"introduced"for"the"first"time."
The"sense"of"anticipation"and"of"community"was"tangible.""
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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"
Figure 3: A hand-lettered version of Wendell Berry’s poem “The Wild
Geese.” Photographer: Abigail Clauhs.
"
"
"
"
"
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THE THEMES
"
"
The"program"for"the"2013"Wild"Goose"Festival"promised"“4"days"of"
music," justice," spirituality," and" art”" in" text," overlaid" on" a" graphic" of" flying"
geese," a" black" woman," a" white" woman," and" a" Latino" man." Scheduled"
events"included"concerts,"panels,"hymnsings,"plays,"and"puppet"shows,"all"
intended" to" address" the" major" themes" of" the" festival." Instead" of" giving" a"
chronological" overview" of" the" weekend," I" will" use" the" lens" of" three"
intersecting" topics—spirituality," social" justice," and" music—to" analyze" the"
festival."
"

THE FIRST THEME: SPIRITUALITY
"
!
Spirituality"is"a"complicated"term,"especially"given"the"popular"selfI
description" of" “spiritual" but" not" religious.”" The" conscious" choice" of" the"
festival"organizers"to"call"the"Wild"Goose"Festival"an"intersection"of"“music,"
justice," spirituality," and" art,”" instead" of" substituting" “spirituality”" with"
“faith,”" “religion,”" “piety,”" or" other" ChristianIweighted" terms," indicates"
that" they" hoped" to" make" the" festival" welcoming" to" people" of" varying"
religious—or" nonreligious—spiritualities." When" I" speak" of" spirituality," I"
mean" both" identity" (how" one" labels" one’s" spiritual" position)" as" well" as"
practice"(how"one"acts"out"spiritual"practices).""
Indeed,! the" identities" present" at" the" festival" varied," but" were"
mostly" evangelical" and" heavily" emergent." The" events" showed" the" great"
diversity"of"evangelical"doctrine,"often"omitted"from"media"coverage."Elisha"
reminds" us" about" the" “versatility" of" evangelical" faith,”" saying" that"
adherents" can" be" creative" while" still" upholding" traditions," in" order" "to"
pursue"the"ambitious"and"sometimes"antagonistic"work"of"evangelicalism"in"
innovative" ways."52" The" Wild" Goose" Festival" represents" this" innovation,"
holding" onto" Southern" Christian" traditions" while" presenting" new" ways" of"
being" evangelical" that" do" not" adhere" to" the" stereotypical" notions" of"
conservative,"judgmental,"BibleIthumping"Southern"evangelicals.""
In" fact," though" most" participants" fell" under" the" definition" of"
evangelical" which" I" earlier" set" out,53" many" shied" away" from" the" label" of"
“evangelical.”" Adriane" Bilous" observes" a" similar" phenomenon" in" her" study"
on" young" female" evangelicals" in" New" York" City" who" often" describe" their"
faith"as"“evangelical,"but"not"that"type"of"evangelical.”54"This"difficulty"with"
choosing" a" label" represents" the" struggle" for" new" evangelicals" seeking" to"
develop" “a" selfIidentity" that" is" distinct" from" evangelicalism’s" existing"
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associations.”55" Bilous’" young" women" and" the" Goosers" both" function" with"
the"awareness"of"the"negative"popular"perception"of"evangelicals,"and"they"
do" not" want" to" be" associated" with" it—they" want" to" prove" themselves"
different"from"previous"generations.""
"
Many"people"at"the"Wild"Goose"Festival"distanced"themselves"from"
mainstream" evangelicalism" through" identifying" as" emergents" instead" of"
evangelicals." The" emergent" church" movement" was" a" strong" force" at" the"
festival," with" many" of" the" major" speakers" and" festival" organizers" calling"
themselves" emergents," including" Brian" McLaren," Doug" Pagitt," and" Phyllis"
Tickle." The" festival" program" described" Tickle" as" “the" grand" dame" of" the"
Emergent"Church"Movement”56"and"NPR"reporter"Krista"Tippett"introduced"
her"as"the"“Mother"Superior"of"the"Emergent"Church"Movement”"at"one"of"
the"panels."In"a"talk"at"the"2011"festival,"Tickle"explained"that"the"emergent"
church" movement" represents" “an" overarching" definition" of" a" major" shift"
that's" happened" in" Christianity" in" the" modernized" world," of" which" we" are"
very" much" a" part" of," [sic]" and" of" which" this" festival" is" very" much" in"
evidence."57"At"the"2013"festival,"Tickle"participated"in"the"Elders"Sessions,"
which" were" daily" morning" talks" between" Tickle" and" Vincent" Harding"
moderated"by"Krista"Tippett."When"Tippet"asked"Tickle"to"name"something"
that" she" had" her" eye" on," Tickle" replied" with" the" emergence" people—“the"
thousands" of" groups" in" pubs," yoga" clubs," and" other" places”" meeting" to"
engage"in"Christian"community."Festival"speakers"tended"to"emphasize"how"
the" emergent" church" movement" upends" the" status" quo" through"
innovations" like" Tickle’s" pub" churches" and" yoga" clubs." Evangelical" speaker"
Andrew" Marin" said" that" emergents" deserve" credit" for" their" commitment"
“to" really" push" the" boundaries" of" what" orthodoxy" looks" like," to" push" the"
boundaries"of"what"faith"and"action"and"contemplative"thought"and"prayer"
look"like.”58"Emergents"do"not"want"to"be"stuck"in"the"stifling"structure"of"
the"complacent"and"conservative"evangelical"churches"in"which"they"have"
grown"up;"they"want"to"expand"what"evangelicalism"can"be.""
"
Yet"despite"the"strong"evangelical"and"emergent"representation"at"
the"Wild"Goose"Festival,"other"Christian"groups"participated"as"well."Most"
of" this" diversity" occurred" among" the" speakers" rather" than" the" attendees."
Mainline" Protestant" speakers" included" two" Lutheran" pastors," including"
Nadia" BolzIWeber," who" uses" the" title" “pastrix”" as" a" female" version" of"
“pastor.”"Two"Episcopal"priests"also"gave"presentations,"as"well"as"multiple"
United"Methodist"ministers"and"one"Presbyterian."James"Alison,"a"Catholic"
priest" who" identifies" as" gay," and" Rev." John" Dear" S.J.," a" Jesuit" priest,"
represented" the" Catholic" Church" onstage." This" denominational" mix" at" a"
progressive" evangelical" gathering" should" not" create" surprise;" Steensland"
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and" Goff" describe" how" religion" in" America" is" changing" with" “the" declining"
relevance"of"the"boundary"between"evangelical"Protestantism"and"mainline"
Protestantism" and" the" influence" of" Roman" Catholic" social" teaching" on"
evangelical"activism.”59"They"write"that"because"evangelicalism"has,"for"so"
long,"defined"itself"in"opposition"to"mainline"Protestantism,"the"“decline"of"
the" mainline”" means" that" “[p]" rohibitions" against" social" action" and"
reformism,"which"have"long"been"associated"with"religious"liberalism,"lose"
their"force"without"the"associated"threat"of"the"mainline’s"abandonment"of"
the" Christian" gospel”" and" that" “the" diminishing" boundary" between"
evangelical"and"mainline"Protestantism"has"created"a"space"for"evangelical"
engagement”" where" they" can" have" closer" relationship" with" Catholics" and"
Catholic"public"witness.60"
In" other" words," progressive" evangelicals" who" see" their" faith" as" a"
call"to"social"action"have"been"able"to"build"stronger"ties"with"leftIleaning"
mainline" Protestants" and" with" activist" Catholics" because" they" now" have"
shared" goals" and" intentions." They" rally" together" on" issues" including"
economic" reform," social" programs," and" peaceIbuilding" initiatives." Other"
shared"concerns"include"environmentalism"and"worker"justice."Aside"from"
politics," however," mainline" Protestants" and" Catholics" attracted" the"
evangelicals" of" the" Wild" Goose" Festival" for" another" reason—ritual," an"
important"part"of"practicing"spirituality."
"
Southern" evangelicals" have" a" number" of" their" own" rituals." These"
were," in" fact," what" made" up" the" strongly" Southern" flavor" of" the" festival."
Classic" Southern" rituals" at" the" festival" included" multiple" hymnsings," which"
consisted" of" huge" gatherings" of" people" singing" and" dancing" and" clapping"
together" to" Southern" hymns" like" “Wade" in" the" Water”" and" “Life" is" Like" a"
Mountain"Railway,”"played"on"the"instruments"of"Appalachian"folk"music—
the" banjo," the" mandolin," and" the" fiddle." Alluding" to" another" popular"
Southern" hymn," the" “Down" to" the" River" to" Pray”" daily" practice" brought"
participants" together" in" the" early" morning" to" wade" in" the" French" Broad"
River"and"pray"together."This"action"recalled"the"Southern"tradition"of"fullI
immersion" baptisms" at" camp" revivals," where" “after" the" converts" waded"
into" the" river," preachers" tilted" them" backward" and" briefly" submerged" by"
preachers."61""
Other"events"added"to"the"Southern"flavor"of"the"festival—literally."
Goosers"attended"a"Moonshine"Mass"held"at"midnight"beside"the"river,"and"
they" partook" in" a" Cornbread" Communion" given" at" closing" ceremonies,"
where"handIground"cornbread"cooked"over"an"open"campfire"and"topped"
with" green" chilis" and" cheese" served" as" the" eucharistic" host." In" my"
interviews"and"in"conversations"I"heard,"many"participants"said"that"these"
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embodied,"experiential"practices"characteristic"of"Southern"Christianity"lent"
authenticity," making" the" Wild" Goose" Festival’s" camp" meeting" or" revival"
setting" more" fulfilling" than" a" more" polished" and" restrained" conference"
would"be."They"appreciated"these"Southern"rituals,"which"connected"them"
to"their"historical"Southern"Christian"identity."
However,"evangelicals"lack"highIchurch"liturgical"rituals—and"many"
of"them"have"begun"to"yearn"for"them."Beyond"baptism"and"communion,"
sacraments"are"not"major"elements"of"evangelicalism."Yet—as"Omri"Elisha"
writes"in"“All"Catholics"Now?”—that"is"changing."For"New"Evangelicals,"he"
writes," “the" logic" of" sacramentalism—the" idea" of" divine" grace" mediated"
through" person," objects," and" experiences—is" increasingly" prevalent,”"
representing" a" trend" toward" ritual.62" Elisha’s" progressive" evangelicals" “are"
hungry" for" diverse" approaches" to" mediating" the" sacred.”63" Indeed" the"
Goosers"expressed,"over"and"over"again"throughout"the"festival,"a"longing"
for" the" liturgical" rituals" performed" by" Catholics" and" Protestants—and,"
especially,"Orthodox"Christians."Neomonasticism"and"the"practices"of"early"
Christianity" fascinated" them," as" many" felt" such" practices" had" been"
preserved"in"the"rituals"of"Catholic"and"Orthodox"Christianity."This"presents"
an" interesting" tension" between" the" two" elements" of" spirituality—identity"
and" practice—because" evangelical" identity" does" not" usually" involve"
ritualistic"practices,"and"ritualistic"practices"are"not"usually"associated"with"
evangelical" identity." Yet" many" Goosers" expressed" a" sense" that" Orthodox"
Christianity" was" more" authentic—and" wiser—than" American"
evangelicalism." They" spoke" of" the" Ethiopian" Orthodox" Church" and" of"
Orthodox"Christians"in"the"Middle"East,"evoking"hints"of"Orientalism"in"their"
romanticization" of" these" “other”" Christians" as" the" bearers" of" ancient"
wisdom" and" ritual." Goosers" felt" that" these" ancient" traditions" gave" them"
something" deeper" and" more" spiritually" moving" than" praise" bands" and"
megachurches,"things"that"evangelical"churches"have"focused"on"since"the"
1980s.""
Goosers" repeatedly" spoke" about" struggling" to" square" identity" and"
practice."At"a"panel"featuring"speakers"from"the"Millennial"Generation,"one"
young" woman" declaimed," “We" do" not" want" the" ‘next" new" way" of" doing"
church.’”64" Instead," she" explained," Orthodox" and" monastic" traditions"
attract" young" evangelicals" because" these" young" people" do" not" have" a"
strong" sense" of" white" evangelical" identity." “We" don’t" have" a" tribe." We"
don’t" have" stories" to" pass" down," a" legacy," a" sense" of" ‘our" people,’”" she"
explained."Having"grown"up"in"churches"with"rockImusic"praise"hymns"and"
programs" designed" to" appeal" to" popular" culture," evangelicals—especially"
younger"ones—are"looking"to"the"imagined"past"as"a"way"to"challenge"the"
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mainstream," to" move" beyond" the" megachurch" phenomenon" that" had"
satisfied"and"attracted"their"parents"to"evangelicalism"a"generation"before."
As"sociologist"Will"Samson"explains,"“it"is"this"individualistic"and"therapeutic"
style" of" church" that" is" driving" younger" evangelicals" to" New" Monastic"
lifestyles"and"away"from"the"ecclesiastical"models"of"the"baby"boomers.”65"
They"want"a"shift"towards"the"ancient"and"contemplative—and"away"from"
the" commercial" and" entertainmentIbased" styles" of" mainstream"
evangelicalism."""
The" Wild" Goose" Festival" embodied" this" ritualistic" trend."
Neomonastic" practices" included" tolling" the" hours;" keeping" a" sacred" fire"
alight"throughout"the"festival;"and"standing"in"the"river"and"praying,"which"
the" festival" program" described" as" “an" ancient" Celtic" monastic" tradition.”"
People"also"enacted"multiple"ceremonies"of"the"eucharist"in"differing"styles,"
including"“Food"for"the"Hungry"I"ReMembering"the"Body:"A"Service"of"Holy"
Eucharist," Focused" on" the" Plight" of" the" Poor" around" the" World.”" Ian"
Morgan"Cron,"a"white,"middleIaged"Episcopal"priest"who"also"serves"on"the"
board" of" the" Wild" Goose" Festival," presided" over" this" service." Fairly"
traditional," the" ceremony" was" derived" from" the" liturgy" of" the" Iona"
Community,"a"neomonastic"ecumenical"Christian"community"in"Scotland.66""
Though" the" people" at" the" service" came" from" various" Christian"
backgrounds,"the"Episcopal"priest"did"not"water"down"the"liturgy"for"them,"
but" employed" a" formal" liturgy" that" included" all" the" traditional" parts." Yet"
Cron" also" engaged" the" laity" in" the" sacrament" in" a" way" that" went" against"
church"hierarchy."He"had"participants"sing"“Veni"Sancte"Spiritus”"together"
with" him" to" consecrate" the" elements," joking" that" he" could" let" us" say" the"
“magic"words”"because"his"bishop"was"not"around."One"of"the"complaints"
that" evangelicals" often" lodge" against" mainline" Protestant" and" Catholic"
churches" is" hierarchical" power;" yet" by" inverting" hierarchy," Cron" created" a"
more"welcoming"space"where"all"the"Goosers"could"be"part"of"one"of"the"
most"sacred"parts"of"the"eucharistic"liturgy.""
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"
Figure 4: “The Chapel” at the Wild Goose Festival.
Photographer: Abigail Clauhs.
"
The" lessIthanIformal" setting" welcomed" those" unfamiliar" with" high"
church" settings." The" service" took" place" in" a" space" called" the" Chapel" (see"
Figure" 4)," a" clearing" next" to" the" river" with" a" picnic" table," some" folding"
chairs,"and"a"firepit;"everything"felt"very"close"to"nature."Cron"emphasized"
the"natural"world"in"his"service,"focusing"on"our"connection"to"nature"and"
other" animals" and" asking" us" to" scatter" the" leftover" crumbs" of" bread" from"
the"eucharist"in"the"river"or"on"the"ground"for"the"animals."He"also"stressed"
social"justice,"praying"during"the"affirmations,"“We"believe"that"loving"our"
neighbors" means" working" for" justice.”" Because" this" eucharist" focused" on"
the" theme" of" hunger," much" of" the" liturgy" mentioned" the" importance" of"
caring"for"the"poor"and"fighting"for"their"right"to"be"fed"physically"as"well"as"
spiritually.""
Rev." Brian" Combs," a" young" white" United" Methodist" minister" who"
works"with"the"homeless"of"Asheville,"North"Carolina,"served"a"far"different"
eucharist"later"that"day."He"wore"a"stole"with"casual"clothes"and"held"forth"
in" a" very" Southern" style" of" preaching," energetic" and" emphatic." He"
introduced" the" story" of" Judas" criticizing" Mary" for" using" perfume" to" wash"
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Jesus’" feet." Then" he" explained" that" worshipping" Jesus" is" always" going" to"
cost" something" and" that" Christians" should" have" “extravagant”" love" for"
Christ."He"launched"into"the"eucharist"by"holding"up"the"elements—ripping"
the"loaf"and"holding"it"aloft"and"raising"up"the"carafe"of"wine—and"yelling"
the" consecrations." Combs" used" phrases" like" “holy" chaos”" and" focused" on"
the" limitlessness" and" extravagance" of" God’s" love." After" introducing" the"
elements,"he"and"his"assistants"invited"people"forward"to"receive"them."Yet"
they"did"not"stop"at"merely"wine"and"bread;"they"also"anointed"people"with"
oil—echoing"ancient"traditions—and"painted"each"person’s"pinky"nail"with"
finger" polish—a" more" modern," genderIbending" twist—in" order" to"
acknowledge" the" holiness" and" beauty" of" each" person." Like" the" “Food" for"
the"Hungry”"eucharist,"this"ritual"happened"in"a"natureIfocused"setting"in"a"
tent" by" the" river." Combs" and" his" assistants" went" barefoot" in" the" dirt;"
everything" was" less" formal" and" more" experiential," arresting" participants’"
senses"with"volume,"unusual"rituals,"and"emotion.""
Finally," the" aforementioned" Cornbread" Communion" took" place" at"
closing" ceremonies." The" least" liturgically" formal" eucharist," it" was" also" the"
most" traditionally" Southern," folksy" and" filled" with" Southern" food." It" also"
connected" back" to" the" shared" meals" of" early" Christianity," which" predated"
“magic"words”"and"other"high"liturgy."No"one"consecrated"the"elements"at"
the"Cornbread"Communion."Instead,"the"man"who"had"made"the"cornbread"
stood" onstage" and" told" us" about" the" process" of" cooking" the" handIground"
corn"over"an"open"fire,"using"only"three"ingredients:"water,"salt,"and"corn"
(with"optional"toppings"of"green"chilis"and"cheese)."Around"a"dozen"people"
holding" plates" of" cornbread" scattered" throughout" the" crowd," and" people"
grouped" around" them." No" one" pronounced" any" words" or" blessings."
Participants" simply" took" the" bread" from" the" plate" themselves" and" ate" it."
The" cornbread" cook" then" told" his" audience" to" make" eye" contact" with"
someone"around"us"and,"without"touching,"to"bless"the"person"silently"with"
our"eyes."This"ritual"more"closely"resembled"monastic"“agape”"meals"or"the"
“lovefeast”"practiced"by"Moravians"and"other"Christians,"when"a"group"eats"
together" in" a" meditative," prayerful," and" intentional" way,67" than" it" did" a"
formal" eucharist," but" by" calling" it" “Cornbread" Communion,”" the" festival"
organizers"recognized"the"event"as"an"official"form"of"the"eucharist.""""
In" all" these" rituals," the" Goosers" clearly" longed" for" the" rites" and"
practices" of" early" Christianity." Frank" Schaeffer," the" progressive" son" of" the"
conservative" evangelical" Francis" Schaeffer," talked" about" how" he" found"
inspiration" in" Eastern" Orthodox" Christianity," as" did" Brian" McLaren." Both"
noted" that" Orthodox" Christians" had" preserved" ancient" practices." Goosers"
craved" to" connect" with" this" history." In" fact" Tickle," drawing" a" connection"
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between" the" emergent" church" movement" and" the" very" beginning" of"
Christianity,"said"at"one"of"the"Elders"Sessions"that"“The"Great"Emergence"is"
closer"to"2,000"years"ago,"when"everything"shifted.”"The"evangelicals"at"the"
Wild"Goose"Festival"want"to"get"back"to"the"roots"of"Christianity—and"to"do"
that," they" turn" to" a" more" activist," JesusIcentered" faith," something"
embodied"both"through"their"music"and"their"commitment"to"social"justice"
causes."
"

THE SECOND THEME: MUSIC
"
The" Wild" Goose" Festival" breaks" the" mold" of" “stereotypical”"
evangelical" Christian" festivals" in" many" ways," but" most" notably" through" its"
music." Unlike" more" familiar—and" highly" produced—evangelical" events,"
such" as" the" Creation" Festivals,68" the" Cornerstone" Festival,69" and" the" ALIVE"
Festival,70" the" Wild" Goose" Festival" is" not" filled" with" praise" bands," hiItech"
light" shows" and" soundstages," fireworks," or" mass" altar" calls—things" that"
Goosers" dislike," as" it" reminds" them" of" the" megachurch" phenomenon" they"
reject." Instead," the" Wild" Goose" Festival" has" a" distinctly" more" downIhome"
atmosphere." Set" in" the" backdrop" of" the" Appalachian" mountains," it" recalls"
the" revivalistic" camp" meetings" of" previous" centuries," where" Christians"
gathered" to" camp" out," sing," pray," and" worship" together." The" Wild" Goose"
Festival’s" music" rejects" the" model" of" mainstream" evangelical" musical"
performances" through" emphasizing" Southern" identity," championing" social"
justice,"and"building"community.""
Mainstream" evangelicalism" is" infamous" for" its" praise" and" worship"
music." Ethnomusicologist" Gesa" F." Hartje" calls" the" music" "unquestionably"
one"of"the"defining"elements"of"evangelical"culture"in"the"United"States."71"
Modelled" on" pop" music," the" songs" of" this" genre" often" feature" amplified"
guitars," keyboards," and" drum" sets.72" Since" emerging" in" the" 1960s," the"
praise"and"worship"industry"has"churned"out"thousands"of"songs—“not"all"
of" which" can" claim" to" be" excellent,”" according" to" Hartje.73" Praise" and"
worship"songs—excellent"or"not—were"not"to"be"found"at"the"Wild"Goose"
Festival," however." Music" is" a" major" way" that" the" Wild" Goose" Festival"
differentiates"itself"from"mainstream"evangelicalism.""
The" music" of" the" Wild" Goose" Festival" is" deeply" Southern," though"
not"always"explicitly"Christian."By"emphasizing"Southern"styles"of"music,"the"
Wild" Goose" Festival" links" itself" to" the" centuriesIlong" history" of" Southern"
religious" experience" rather" than" to" mainstream" evangelicalism’s" explicitly"
religious" praise" and" worship" music," which" has" a" pedigree" of" only" forty"
years."Rejecting"the"“members"of"the"praiseIandIworship"music"pantheon,”"
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the" festival" organizers" instead" bring" in" talented" secular" musicians" who"
simply"happen"to"identify"as"Christian,74"such"as"Speech,"rapper"and"winner"
of" two" Grammys," and" beloved" duo" the" Indigo" Girls." Most" of" the" 2013"
festival’s" musical" acts," in" fact," mentioned" nothing" about" religion" or"
Christianity"in"their"biographies"in"the"festival"program."However,"many"of"
them" did" cite" the" genres" of" bluegrass," gospel," country," and" folk" music" as"
influences," which" are" all—as" Harvey" explains—derived" from" Southern"
sacred"vernacular"music’s"gospel"songs"and"hymnody.75"These"music"styles,"
accented" by" the" Southern" religious" characteristics" of" clapping," stamping,"
and"callIandIresponse"singing,"cemented"the"sense"of"Southern"identity"at"
the" festival.76" FolkPsalm," one" of" the" musical" groups" which" performed" at"
opening"and"closing"ceremonies,"exemplifies"this"Southern"feel."A"bluegrass"
group," FolkPsalm" sets" Psalms" to" music," employing" callIandIresponse"
refrains" and" using" common" Southern" musical" instruments," including" the"
fiddle," the" mandolin," and" the" upright" bass." They" also" played" at"
Beer’n’Hymns"(see"Figures"5I6),"the"festival’s"largest"hymnsing"(with"about"
200"participants),"which"featured"beers"from"a"local"craft"brewery"for"sale"
gand" classic" Southern" tunes," including" “Keep" Your" Lamp" Trimmed" and"
Burnin’”" and" “Swing" Low," Sweet" Chariot.”" All" of" this" came" together" to"
emphasize"the"deep"connection"Goosers"feel"to"their"Southern"roots."
""

Figure 5: The crowd at Beer’n’Hymns. Photographer: Abigail Clauhs.
"
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"
Figure 6: Volunteers serving up local craft beer to Goosers at
Beer’n’Hymns. Photographer: Abigail Clauhs.
"
The" Wild" Goose" Festival" also" differs" from" festivals" which" feature"
praise" and" worship" music" in" the" aim" of" its" music." At" many" other" major"
evangelical"festivals,"the"musical"acts"often"push"conversion"and"end"with"
an"altar"call,"using"evangelical"language"like"“letting"Jesus"into"your"heart”"
or" “accepting" Christ" as" your" savior.”" Some" even" keep" count" of" how" many"
have"been"“saved”"through"receiving"Christ"at"the"festival.77"Indeed,"Hertje"
writes"that"the"evangelical"praise"and"worship"music"of"such"festivals"“was"
initiated"as"an"emotionIfilled"way"of"worshipping"and"a"way"to"reach"out"to"
the" 'unsaved.'"78" The" Wild" Goose" Festival," in" contrast," does" not" advance"
proselytizing"as"its"main"mission."While"the"general"assumption"is"that"most"
participants" are" Christians," the" festival" officially" welcomes" “people" of" any"
ethnicity,"age,"gender,"gender"expression,"sexual"identity,"education,"bodily"
condition," religious" affiliation," or" economic" background," particularly" the"
marginalized.”79" Fittingly" for" this" mission," Goosers" employ" music" as" a"
powerful"tool"for"social"justice.""
Through" music," Goosers" see" themselves" as" inheritors" of" the"
activism"of"the"Civil"Rights"movement,"a"theme"that"will"be"repeated"in"the"
next"section"on"social"justice."They"see"themselves"as"continuing"the"legacy"
built"by"“freedom"songs”"during"the"Civil"Rights"movement."Freedom"songs"
were"songs"and"chants,"such"as"“We"Shall"Overcome”"and"“We're"Marching"
on"to"Freedom"Land,”"sung"by"Civil"Rights"activists,"which"helped"them"to"
organize" together.80" As" Harvey" explains," freedom" songs" unified"
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churchgoers,"“connecting"local"people"to"the"larger"aims"of"the"struggle.”81"
They" “unlocked" the" potential" power" of" southern" religious" expressive"
culture,”" showing" that" the" music" and" emotion" so" important" in" Southern"
religion"could"be"a"powerful"force"to"unify"and"strengthen"communities.82"
Goosers" continue" to" believe" in" the" power" of" music." Tickle," at" the" one" the"
Elders"Sessions,"talked"about"importance"of"music"for"spreading"ideas"and"
theology," from" the" Reformation" to" the" present" day." At" the" same" session,"
Harding"said"that"the"music"of"any"movement"is"meant"to"inspire"people"to"
create" their" own" music—to" speak" with" their" own" voices." Music" is" one" of"
the" major" pillars" of" the" festival" for" this" reason:" music" can" be" both" an"
instrument"for"social"change"and"a"way"to"build"community."
As" an" embodied" intersection" of" spirituality" and" justice," religious"
music"can"bring"people"together"and"move"justice"forward"by"inspiring"and"
moving" people" to" action." The" Civil" Rights" movement’s" freedom" songs"
fueled"the"fight"for"racial"justice;"the"songs"of"the"Wild"Goose"Festival"are"
continuing" this" legacy," while" also" taking" on" other" issues," such" as" gender,"
sexuality," and" environmentalism." Many" musicians" at" the" Wild" Goose"
Festival" broached" progressive" themes" in" their" music," including" antiIwar,"
proILGBTQ," and" proIequality" messages." Their" music" served" not" just" to"
entertain" but" to" motivate" people" in" the" JesusIcentered" quest" for" social"
justice." Goosers" also" modelled" specific" traits" of" Civil" Rights" movement"
music,"especially"improvisation."During"the"Civil"Rights"movement,"activists"
often" improvised" new" lyrics" to" traditional" tunes" to" make" them" more"
applicable" to" the" current" situation." For" example," jailed" activists" changed"
the"title"of""I"Woke"Up"This"Morning"with"My"Mind"Stayed"on"Jesus""to""I"
Woke" Up" This" Morning" with" My" Mind" Stayed" on" Justice,"" and" Freedom"
Riders" switched" the" verses" of" "Hallelujah," I'm" AITraveling"" to" "I'm" paying"
my"fare"on"the"Greyhound"bus"lines.”83"In"the"same"way,"Goosers"tweaked"
traditional"hymns"at"the"hymnsings."Some"of"this"was"in"fun,"such"as"adding"
the"lyrics"of"“Oh,"BeerIdrinkers,"let’s"go"down”"and"“Oh,"Goosers,"let’s"go"
down”" to" a" rendition" of" “Down" to" the" River" to" Pray.”" But" others" took" an"
activist" bent." For" example," Goosers" delved" into" the" issue" of" universal"
healthcare"in"“This"Train"is"Bound"for"Glory”"with"lyrics"like,"“This"train"has"
health" insurance," we’ll" be" blessed" with" God’s" assurance”—." Yet" the" most"
powerful"example"was"the"song"this"paper"began"with—Vincent"Harding’s"
modified"lyrics"for"“We"Are"Climbing"Jacob’s"Ladder.”""
The" original" song" has" a" long" history." First," it" symbolized" the"
struggles" of" black" slaves" and," later," those" of" Civil" Rights" activists." Harding"
was" himself" a" major" figure" in" the" Civil" Rights" movement" with" firsthand"
knowledge" of" the" influence" of" freedom" songs." He" decided" to" improvise"
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with" the" lyrics" of" “We" Are" Climbing" Jacob’s" Ladder”" for" the" 2013" Wild"
Goose"Festival"to"create"an"even"newer"meaning."He"taught"a"new"verse"to"
us"every"morning"at"the"Elders"Sessions—from"“We"are"building"up"a"new"
world/Builders" must" be" strong”" to" “Sisters," don’t" be" weary/Builders" must"
be" strong”" to" “Brothers," don’t" be" weary/Builders" must" be" strong”" to"
“People," don’t" be" weary/Builders" must" be" strong.”" At" closing" ceremonies"
on" the" final" day," he" taught" us" the" last" verse:" “Praise," give" God"
glory/Children" of" the" light.”" Then," gesturing" to" the" brightlyIcostumed"
Goosers"who"had"led"the"parade"that"began"closing"ceremonies,"he"asked,"
“What"if"the"parade"is"more"than"a"parade?"What"if"it"is"the"beginning"of"a"
new" pilgrimage?" What" if" we" are" starting" on" our" way" to" the" building" of" a"
new"world?”""
The" festival" finished" with" everyone" singing" the" song" together,"
holding"hands"and"gathering"at"the"front"near"the"stage."On"the"last"verse,"
everyone" raised" their" hands" together" for" the" final," glorious" line." Harding"
then"asked"us"to"leave,"without"talking,"singing"“We"Are"Building"Up"a"New"
World”" to" ourselves." With" this" closing," participants" left" with" a" tangible,"
immense"spirit"of"hope"and"optimism"and"a"motivation"to"change"the"world"
and" to" fight" injustice." It" was" a" moving" and" intense" experience;" I" have" no"
doubt" that" Harding," as" a" Civil" Rights" movement" veteran," knew" this" would"
be"the"outcome."The"message"of"his"song—and"of"the"many"songs"at"Wild"
Goose" Festival—sent" a" powerful" message:" Goosers" want" to" change" the"
world."In"an"unequivocal"response"to"the"Religious"Right"and"to"mainstream"
evangelicalism,"they"are"putting"forward"a"new"definition"of"what"it"means"
to" embrace" Southern" Christian" identity" while" fighting" for" progressive"
causes.""
The" fervent" singing" of" “We" Are" Building" Up" a" New" World”" at" the"
end" of" the" festival" also" demonstrates" the" strong" power" of" music" to" build"
community." As" the" Goosers" gathered" together" and" belted" out" the" verses,"
they" embodied" the" Durkheimian" idea" of" “collective" effervescence,”"
wherein"individuals"come"together"for"a"group"event"which"energizes"and"
unifies" them." The" same" phenomenon" occurred" at" the" multiple" hymnsings"
at" the" festival," where" large" groups" of" Goosers" sang," clapped," and" danced"
together,"full"of"joy"and"energy"and"a"feeling"of"community."Through"these"
musical" events," more" so" than" any" of" the" lectures" or" discussions," the" Wild"
Goose" Festival" community" bonded" together," nationalIlevel" speakers" and"
regular" Goosers" alike" joining" in" and" clapping" their" hands" together" and"
raising" their" voices" in" song." The" Wild" Goose" Festival" roots" itself" in" music"
because"music"has"this"ability—to"bring"people"together,"to"affirm"identity,"
and"to"strengthen"the"call"to"social"justice."""
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THE THIRD THEME: SOCIAL JUSTICE
#
“Evangelicals had preached Paul far more than the Jesus of the Gospels.
This is changing dramatically for young adults now and for the authors
they are reading or listening to.”
—Glen Harold Stassen, “We Need a New Reformation”84
"
As"Stassen"writes,"mainstream"evangelicals"have"focused"widely"on"
the" writings" of" Paul" in" his" epistles," rather" than" Jesus’" direct" sayings." The"
Wild" Goose" Festival" represents" a" shift" among" progressive" evangelicals"
who—just" as" they" crave" to" return" to" the" practices" of" early" Christianity—
want"to"focus"on"the"earliest"figure"in"Christianity:"Jesus"himself,"instead"of"
the" apostles" who" came" after." At" one" of" the" Elders" sessions," Tickle"
emphasized"Jesus’"“enormous"concern"for"the"victim,”"while"Harding"said,"
“There" is" no" way" to" be" serious" about" following" Jesus" without" calling" for"
concern" and" compassion" for" the" enemy.”" Over" and" over" again" at" the"
festival," participants" identified" themselves" as" “JesusIfollowers”" and"
emphasized"that"Jesus’"teachings"motivated"them"to"fight"for"social"justice.""
This" activist" trend" is" common" among" progressive" evangelicals." As"
part"of"distancing"themselves"from"the"conservative"politics"of"the"Religious"
Right—and" by" reading" the" Bible" as" a" call" to" social" activism—many"
progressive" evangelicals" take" up" social" justice" causes" and" take" on" the"
“activist”" label," claiming" this" as" the" path" of" Jesus." They" join" “leftIleaning”"
organizations" associated" with" liberal" politics" instead" of" religious"
conservatism,85" making" their" way" out" of" the" church" and" into" other"
communities"where"they"wish"to"do"social"outreach."
In"the"South,"where"conservative"Christianity"holds"so"much"sway,"
such"work"makes"waves."Elisha’s"socially"engaged"evangelicals"in"Tennessee"
sometimes"found"themselves"“at"odds"with"other"members"of"their"home"
congregations" and" the" prevailing" cultural" politics" of" the" Christian" Right."86"
The"same"phenomenon"rang"true"for"Goosers,"many"of"whom"came"from"
conservative"congregations"and"found"the"Wild"Goose"Festival"a"welcome"
respite." When" speaking" on" the" Main" Stage," Frank" Schaeffer" explained,"
“We’re" not" here" for" talks" or" the" concerts—we’re" here" to" know" we’re" not"
alone.”" Other" speakers" echoed" this" idea" that" the" festival" provided" an"
encouraging"community"for"progressive"Christians"struggling"in"the"allItooI
common"conservative"church"communities"of"the"South."At"his"talk,"Philip"
Yancey" warned," “The" Wild" Goose" Festival" is" great—a" gathering" of" people"
with" the" same" values—but" then" you" all" have" go" back" to" the" real" world,"
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where"it’s"tough"to"find"that.”"At"the"festival,"progressive"evangelicals"can"
engage" in" conversation" about" political" and" social" issues" dear" to" them—
conversations"that"many"of"their"home"churches"are"not"ready"or"willing"to"
have."
A"major"problem"lies"in"the"fact"that"many"mainstream"evangelicals"
see" social" justice" as" a" secular" cause," associated" with" secular" liberals" and"
organizations." Because" mainstream" evangelicals" emphasize" the" idea" of"
salvation" through" “faith" alone,”" many" criticize" those" doing" social" justice"
work"without"predicating"it"upon"having"a"personal"relationship"with"God,"
which" evangelicals" see" as" necessary." In" fact," this" can" be" read" as" an"
historically"powerful"evangelical"critique"of"Catholicism—that"one"can"gain"
salvation"through"works"instead"of"faith"alone."For"the"Wild"Goose"Festival,"
however," social" justice" work" is" inherently" religious." When" Goosers" claim"
the" label" “JesusIfollowers,”" they" are" using" their" reading" of" Jesus" as" a"
champion" of" social" justice—a" different" reading" than" mainstream"
evangelicals," who" also" claim" to" follow" Jesus." In" American# Jesus,# Stephen"
Prothero"explains"the"many"views"of"Jesus"that"exist"in"America."“[T]o"see"
how"Americans"of"all"stripes"have"cast"the"man"from"Nazareth"in"their"own"
image,”" he" writes," “is" to" examine," through" the" looking" glass," the"
kaleidoscopic" nature" of" American" culture.”87" Prothero" describes" many"
views" of" Jesus—”hippie”" Jesus," manly" Jesus," and" black" Jesus." Goosers,"
however," ascribe" to" the" idea" of" Jesus" adopted" by" the" Social" Gospel"
movement."For"Social"Gospel"people"such"as"Walter"Rauschenbusch,"“Jesus"
was" a" progressive" activist" going" into" battle" against" the" collective" sins" of" a"
capitalist" society.”88" Goosers" follow" this" progressive" Jesus—the" one" who"
overturned"the"tables"of"the"money"changers"and"blessed"the"poor"and"the"
hungry." They" believe" such" a" Jesus" would" be" on" the" progressive" side" of"
contemporary" issues," from" racial" discrimination" to" income" inequality" to"
LGBTQ"struggles."""
While" they" felt" Jesus" was" on" their" side," participants" often"
expressed" frustration" about" the" conservative" and" complacent" culture" of"
the"South."Just"as"Elisha’s"evangelicals"“complained"about"apathy"and"social"
insularity" among" white" middleIclass" Christians" and" accused" suburban"
evangelicals" of" caring" too" much" about" their" own" comfort," security," and"
social" reputations,”89" the" Goosers" criticized" their" own" congregations" and"
religious" neighbors" about" these" same" things." One" college" student" I"
interviewed" complained" that" other" Christians" in" his" generation" were" too"
apathetic" and" obsessed" with" the" latest" iPad" and" other" technology" to" care"
about" the" church." Another" college" student," a" young" woman" from" the"
University"of"North"Carolina,"complained"about"her"evangelical"youth"group"
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and"how"they"were"too"judgemental"of"others,"instead"of"being"accepting"
and"loving."Following"the"festival"theme"of"“justice,”"Goosers"were"instead"
committed"to"issues"including"environmentalism,"economic"inequality,"and"
immigration."Yet"two"issues"set"Goosers"apart"from"their"more"conservative"
evangelical"brethren:"a"concern"for"structural"racism"and"support"for"nonI
”traditional”90"gender"roles"and"sexuality.""
"

RACE
"
Goosers" possessed" a" distinct" consciousness" about" the" lack" of"
diversity"at"their"festival."Many"expressed"disappointment"at"the"very"white"
turnout"at"a"festival"so"dedicated"to"social"justice."This"longing"for"diversity"
is" a" broad" trend" within" evangelicalism." In" 2010," 69%" of" American"
evangelical"congregations"wanted"to"be"“racially"and"ethnically"diverse.”91"
Part"of"this"craving"lies"in"the"fact"that"evangelicalism—and"especially"the"
emergent"church"movement—is"so"white.#At"many"of"the"Elders"Sessions,"
Harding—one"of"the"few"black"speakers—pointed"this"out,"asking"how"the"
overwhelmingly" white" emergent" church" will" engage" with" an" American"
population" becoming" less" overwhelmingly" white." “What" is" the" difference"
between"the"emerging"church"in"America"and"the"emerging"population"in"
America?”" he" asked." “Do" they" match" up?”" Goosers" can" feel" the" tension"
between" their" demographics" and" the" American" population" at" large;"
however,"they"do"not"know"how"to"solve"this"problem.""
To"engage"in"discussions"about"diversity"and"racism,"Goosers"need"
to"be"prepared"with"a"theoretical"framework"for"thinking"about"race."This"
is," I" argue," one" of" the" main" aims" of" the" festival:" to" teach" Southern"
evangelicals" the" language" and" framework" of" progressivism." Historically,"
evangelicals" have" favored" a" more" individualistic" approach" to"
conceptualizing"social"problems"rather"than"seeing"these"issues"as"systemic"
injustices."Steensland"and"Goff"explain"that,"while"“[p]ursuing"justice"has"a"
strong"biblical"basis,”"the"main"trends"of"twentiethIcentury"evangelicalism"
“held" that" in" the" New" Testament," love" supplanted" justice.”92" In" this" loveI
centered" conception," Marti" and" Emerson" tell" us," “[s]ocial" change" comes"
from" individual" conversion," prompted" by" the" ministry" of" the" church," one"
heart" at" a" time.”93" Sociologist" Christian" Smith" calls" this" the" “personal"
influence" strategy,”" in" which" evangelicals" think" that" change" happens" on" a"
personIbyIperson" basis," instead" of" through" structural" change." This"
worldview"prevents"evangelicals"from"making"sweeping"changes"or"seeing"
inherent"injustice"in"the"system.94"Yet"the"Wild"Goose"Festival"distinctively"
challenges" this" strategy:" speakers" talk" about" transforming" systems" and"
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cycles,"and"they"educate"participants"about"seeing"social"issues"in"this"same"
way.""
"
Harding"provided"one"of"the"major"voices"teaching"about"structural"
racism" at" the" festival." He" explained" bluntly" the" long" American" legacy" of"
racial" injustice:" “Our" country" has" almost" 300" years" of" a" history" of" white"
domination.”"He"talked"about"racism"as"a"form"of"structural"oppression"and"
how"the"United"States"is"a"teenage"nation"which"needs"to"become"mature"
by"acknowledging"the"things"it"has"done"wrong"from"the"very"beginning."“It"
would"be"easiest"to"just"stay"where"we"are,"and"pat"ourselves"on"the"back"
for" how" progressive" we" are,”" he" warned," urging" the" Goosers" to" actively"
fight" these" systemic" injustices." Other" events" that" addressed" structural"
inequality" included" “Mutual" Liberation:" Building" Transformative" Social"
Movements,”" black" speaker" Melvin" Bray’s" “What" Happens" to" an"
Opportunity" (to" Demonstrate" a" More" Just" Way" of" Being" in" the" World)"
MIssed?”" and" “‘We’" is" the" Most" Important" Word" in" the" Social" Justice"
Vocabulary”" by" Rev." William" Barber," the" president" of" the" North" Carolina"
NAACP." Through" events" like" these," where" speakers" encouraged" questions"
from" the" audience" and" created" a" welcoming" learning" environment," the"
festival"made"Goosers"more"fluent"in"the"language"of"progressivism,"able"to"
put"a"voice"to"passions"they"already"possessed."
However," while" nationallyIrecognized" Christian" speakers" such" as"
Harding" and" MacLaren" used" the" language" of" structural" racism," many"
locallyIbased"speakers"still"employed"the"language"of"personal"change."This"
disjunct" highlighted" a" division" between" national" and" local—the" nationally"
known" speakers" were" educating" Goosers" about" the" language" of"
progressivism," while" local" Southern" presenters" relied" on" traditional"
evangelical" ideas." For" example," Dana" Courtney," a" white" middleIaged"
woman"from"rural"Kentucky"who"works"at"VISIONS"(Vigorous"Interventions"
in"Ongoing"Natural"Settings),"a"North"Carolina"antiIracism"organization,"ran"
the" event" “Conversations" on" Racism:" Dealing" with" Difference," Making"
Justice," and" Building" Better" Relationships.”" A" local" Southerner," Courtney"
taught"a"personal"rather"than"structural"approach"to"racism,"believing"that"
racial" reconciliation" could" be" achieved" through" interpersonal" interactions."
She"had"a"folksy,"downIhome"Southern"accent"as"she"told"her"own"story"of"
personal"racism:"she"used"to"say"the"Southern"expression"“I"can"do"what"I"
want—I’m" young," free," and" white”" until" she" said" it" in" front" of" a" black" girl"
one" time" and" realized" how" offensive" it" must" have" been" for" the" girl." After"
recounting"this"story,"Courtney"told"us"that"she"wanted"the"event"to"be"a"
“sacred" welcoming" circle" for" beloved" community.”" She" led" us" through" a"
series" of" discussion" questions," including," “What" makes" a" safe/unsafe"
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space?”"and"“How"have"you"been"an"outsider/insider?”"and"“What""is"the"
deepest" cry" of" your" heart?”" Introducing" the" VISIONS" antiIracism"
curriculum," Courtney" explained" that" some" helpful" antiIracism" techniques"
are:"to"see"things"both"ways,"to"focus"on"your"own"feelings,"to"know"that"
“It’s" OK" to" Disagree,”" and" to" avoid" getting" bogged" down" in" guilt." By"
focusing" on" personal" emotions" and" actions," Courtney" turned" to" the"
personal"influence"strategy"rather"than"to"the"idea"of"dismantling"structural"
racism"as"a"way"to"create"racial"reconciliation.""
Goosers," however," were" still" open" to" the" concept" of" structural"
oppression." Even" though" the" racism" workshop" did" not" use" the" most"
structural"or"academic"concepts,"the"Southerners"who"did"not"yet"know"the"
language" and" the" theory" of" structural" racism" still" expressed" hope" for"
sweeping" racial" reconciliation." One" young" white" teenage" boy" from"
Asheville," NC" said" that" he" wants" us" to" embrace" diversity" instead" of" being"
afraid" of" it." Another" woman," when" asked" what" makes" a" safe" space,"
explained" “somewhere" where" you" don’t" have" to" speak" perfectly.”" Her"
comment"showed"her"nervousness"with"wanting"to"make"a"change"and"to"
learn,"but"being"afraid"of"not"knowing"the"right"jargon"of"progressivism"to"
talk"about"it."In"fact,"I"saw"many"Goosers"struggle"to"phrase"their"questions"
to" the" speakers" using" politically" correct" terms," sometimes" nervously"
stumbling" over" their" sentences" in" the" process." Many" liberals" learn" these"
terms" in" the" classroom" of" a" social" science" course" in" college;" for" the"
Goosers,"the"national"speakers"at"the"festival"serve"as"that"classroom.""
Along" with" learning" the" language" of" progressivism," Goosers" also"
engaged"in"conversations"about"“authentic”"interracial"engagement."Many"
of" those" I" interviewed" and" overheard" longed" for" “real”" interactions"
between"races."Goosers"realized"that"there"was"a"fine"line"to"walk"between"
celebrating"what"they"saw"as"“true”"racial"diversity—where"multiple"points"
of" view" from" different" races" were" heard" and" acknowledged—versus"
engaging"in"shallow"tokenism."Steensland"and"Goff"explain"that"many"white"
evangelicals,"while"trying"to"support"racial"reconciliation,"“downplay"some"
of"its"most"salient"and"injurious"dynamics,"thus"ignoring"the"very"sources"of"
continuing"racial"division"they"seek"to"heal.”95"Evangelicals"are"tempted"to"
gloss"over"gross"injustices"and"slide"into"a"kumbaya"circle"where"everyone"
appears" to" get" along—”appears”" being" the" key" word." Yet" many" Goosers,"
especially" the" few" who" were" people" of" color," expressed" that" diversity"
without"authentic"commitment"to"racial"justice"is"empty."
Goosers" of" color" realized" that" just" having" a" few" more" black" or"
brown"faces"among"the"crowd"would"not"magically"create"a"festival"full"of"
racial" understanding." Sam," a" black" college" student" at" the" festival" who"
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presides"over"the""LGTBQ"club"at"his"college"and"who"studies"religion"and"
theater,"told"me"that"he"noticed"the"lack"of"diversity"at"the"festival,"but"that"
it" did" not" bother" him" too" much" because" the" white" people" realized" their"
privilege."“It"would"be"different,”"he"said,"“if"it"was"a"bunch"of"white"people"
who"didn’t"even"realize"they"were"all#white.”"Sam"felt"it"important"that"the"
white" Goosers" admitted" their" privilege" instead" of" just" chasing" after"
minorities;" it" showed" that" they" were" conscious" of" racial" power" dynamics."
However,"black"festival"participant"and"speaker"Melvin"“The"Token"SpaceI
holder”"Bray"(as"he"named"himself)"also"felt"it"was"important"for"the"people"
of" color" at" the" festival" to" invite" other# people" of" color." In" an" entry" on" the"
Wild"Goose"Festival"blog"entitled"“Why"People"of"Color"Should"Be"At"Wild"
Goose"Festival,”"he"writes:"
"
[W]e―people" of" faith" and" color," love," goodwill" and" every"
combination" of" the" same―have" a" precedented" opportunity" to" tip"
likelihood" decidedly" toward" a" story" of" American" faith," justice" and"
the"arts"that"makes"room"for"everyone.""It"won’t"include"everyone,"
sadly.""Many"will"selfIselect"out.""But"that"is"very"different"from"not"
being"invited.""So"I"personally"invite"you.96"
"
Bray"sees"the"Wild"Goose"Festival"as"a"place"where"the"stories"of"people"of"
color" are" not" extra" additions—not" props," not" token" faces" in" the" group"
photos—but" essential." He" feels" that" people" of" color" need" to" be" at" the"
festival"in"order"to"contribute"to"the"changing"face"of"American"Christianity.""
Bray" was" not" the" only" attendee" who" longed" for" the" presence" of"
more" people" of" color" at" the" Wild" Goose" Festival." White" Goosers" also"
understood" the" need" for" interracial" engagement," but" they" struggled" with"
the"right"way"to"go"about"it."One"young"white"woman"asked"Brian"McLaren,"
“We" are" very" white," so" how" do" we" connect" culturally" with" nonIWestern"
traditions?”" Her" question" followed" McLaren’s" description" of" his" travels" to"
Africa." He" replied" by" emphasizing" the" need" for" genuine" involvement" with"
people"of"color."“There"will"be"comments"about"the"Wild"Goose"Festival—
that" it" was" all" white" people," and" all" middle" class,”" he" said." “But" white"
people" have" tried" for" fifty" years" to" try" to" get" diversity" to" come" to" their"
events—we" should" be" asking," ‘Where" can" we" go" to" join" the"
conversations?’”" MacLaren" was" saying" that" the" numbers" of" minorities" at"
the"festival"were"not"as"important"as"the"willingness"of"Goosers"to"go"out"
into"the"world"and"engage"with"those"minorities.""
However," his" answer" highlights" an" essential" dualism" in" how"
attendees"thought"about"race"at"the"festival."On"one"hand,"white"Goosers"
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were" primed" to" fight" racial" injustice" and" champion" equality." Yet," on" the"
other" hand," they" were" unsure" of" how" to" connect" with" their" brothers" and"
sisters"of"color,"especially"black"people."MacLaren"told"romanticized"stories"
about"his"visits"to"help"the"poor"of"Africa,"othering"black"Africans"through"a"
missionary" lens." NationallyIknown" black" speakers" held" the" stage" at" many"
events,"but"there"were"not"many"black"Goosers"in"the"crowd"to"mingle"with"
and" share" casual" conversations" with" white" Goosers." As" a" result," Goosers"
had"a"heightened"consciousness"of"race"but"were"unsure"how"to"fraternize"
with" people" of" color." When" Harding" said" at" one" of" his" talks," “We" are" a"
developing" nation" in" terms" of" multiracial" democracy—as" we" can" see" by"
looking" around" us,”" thunderous" applause" followed" his" statement." The"
Goosers"knew"that"they"lacked"diversity,"but"they"were"unclear"on"how"to"
recruit" more" people" of" color" to" the" festival." Still," they" were" committed" to"
social"justice"to"make"racial"equality"more"possible,"and"they"were"learning"
the"progressive"language"to"take"on"these"issues."
"

GENDER & SEXUALITY
"
#
While" Goosers" and" other" evangelicals" vary" in" their" approaches" to"
solving" racism" through" structural" change" versus" personal" influence," the"
story" for" gender" and" sexuality" issues" differs" completely." Mainstream"
evangelicals"are"infamous"for"upholding"strictly"binary"gender"roles"and"for"
denouncing" homosexuality" and" sameIsex" marriage.97" The" Wild" Goose"
Festival," in" contrast," carefully" invites" those" of" all" “gender," gender"
expression,"[and]"sexual"identity.”98"When"I"attended,"the"festival"featured"
events" such" as" “When" Male" and" Female" is" Not" Enough:" Welcoming" the"
Intersexed"Among"Us,”"“The"Gender"Myth,”"and"“Creating"Trans*"Inclusive"
Faith"Communities.”"The"musical"acts"included"a"gospel"and"country"group"
called" Micah’s" Rule," which" was" composed" of" “a" gay" man," a" lesbian," and" a"
male"(intersex)"to"female"transgender"straight"woman.”99"Clearly,"the"Wild"
Goose"Festival"embraces"conversations"about"gender"and"sexuality,"as"well"
as"people"themselves"who"identify"as"queer,"LGBTQ,"trans*,"and"other"nonI
cisgender" labels." This" was" most" clear" in" their" support" of" the" LGBTQ" rights"
movement," which" they" paralleled" to" the" Civil" Rights" movement," and" of"
feminist"theology.""
"
In"a"time"when"the"popular"opinion"of"Christianity"is"one"of"antiIgay"
bigotry"and"loud"rallies"against"sameIsex"marriage,"the"Goosers"take"a"bold"
step." While" other" parts" of" the" country" and" more" mainline" Protestant"
groups" affirm" LGBTQ" people," Southern" evangelicalism" still" functions" as" a"
stronghold" of" conservative" views" on" gender" and" sexuality." In" Freedom’s#
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Coming,# Paul" Harvey" argues" that" after" the" Civil" Rights" Movement," the"
culture"wars"of"the"South"shifted"from"questions"of"race"to"gender."“Freed"
from" the" historic" burden" of" defending" segregation,”" he" writes," “southern"
conservatives" roused" themselves" to" preserve" GodIordained" hierarchies" of"
gender"and"class."100"This"hierarchy"took"its"form"in"the"assertions"that"only"
men" could" be" ordained," that" women" belonged" in" the" home," and" that"
patriarchy" was" “the" defining" first" principle" of" GodIordained" order.”101" The"
proper" family" unit" consisted" of" a" married" heterosexual" couple" with"
children;"anything"which"deviated"from"that"was"unsavory."Along"with"this"
topical" shift" from" race" to" gender" came" a" theological" shift." “The" standard"
biblical" arguments" against" racial" equality," now" looked" upon" as" an"
embarrassment"from"a"bygone"age,”"Harvey"writes,"“have"found"their"way"
rather" easily" into" the" contemporary" religious" right's" stance" of" the"
family.”102" In" fact," many" conversations" at" the" Wild" Goose" Festival" focused"
on"Biblical"interpretation"and"arguments.""
"
One" of" the" defining" characteristics" of" evangelicals" is" their" passion"
for" scripture." Mainstream" evangelicals" often" criticize" mainline" Protestants"
and"other"progressive"Christians"for"not"valuing"the"Bible"enough."They"see"
the" Bible" as" the" divinely" inspired" word" of" God," literally" true" wordIforI
word.103"Mainstream"evangelicals"do"not"support"more"flexible"readings"of"
the"Bible."However,"as"Harvey"explains,"because"progressives"who"support"
LGBTQ" rights" and" feminism" rely" on" broader" readings," they" are" left"
“intellectually" vulnerable" within" an" evangelical" culture" that" prizes" strict"
constructionist"readings"of"sacred"passages.”104"This"vulnerability"presented"
itself" at" the" festival," where" many" emergents" constantly" felt" the" need" to"
defend"their"love"and"respect"for"the"Bible,"from"big"names"like"MacLaren"
to"participants"asking"questions.""
Yet"despite"their"passion"for"scripture,"Goosers"were"also"willing"to"
make"broader"readings" of" the" texts." At" an" event" called" “The" Worst" of" the"
scripture:" Why" We" Should" Read" It," and" What" We" Can" Learn" From" It,”"
Mennonite" pastor" Amy" Yoder" McGloughlin" explored" some" of" the" darker"
narratives" in" the" Bible—ones" of" rape" and" violence—and" how" Christians"
should" read" them." She" emphasized" the" historical" context" of" the" Bible,"
talking" about" how" the" Old" Testament" was" a" story" that" the" Israelites" were"
telling" about" their" own" people." “The" stories" are" not" necessarily" true,”"
McGloughlin"said,"“but"they"teach"us"something—and"that’s"why"they"are"
included" in" the" canon.”" This" event," attended" by" a" wide" age" range" of"
Goosers," was" met" favorably." Many" participants" complained" about" their"
mainstream"evangelical"counterparts"failing"to"have"more"nuanced,"multiI
level" readings" of" scripture" in" their" haste" to" understand" it" all" literally." One"
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older"white"male"pastor"complained,"“I"want"to"overcomplicate"the"stories,"
but" my" conservative" brothers" and" sisters" want" to" just" do" fiveIpoint"
sermons." Compared" to" them," us" progressive" Goose" people" are" weird.”" In"
order"to"use"scripture"to"support"the"progressive"stances"of"the"festival—
just" as" Civil" Rights" movement" activists" had" done" before" them—Goosers"
knew"they"needed"to"have"more"complex"Biblical"interpretations"not"found"
among"mainstream"evangelicals.""
In" many" ways," the" progressive" evangelicals" like" the" Goosers" who"
fight" for" equality" in" gender" and" sexuality" are" the" inheritors" of" the" Civil"
Rights" movement" activists" who" fought" against" segregation." The" Goosers"
often"drew"parallels"between"themselves"and"the"Civil"Rights"movement.105"
A" panel" sponsored" by" the" LGTBQ" advocacy" group" the" Human" Rights"
Campaign,"called"“We"Are"All"One:"Southern"Faith"Leaders"ReIframing"the"
Work"for"Freedom"and"Justice,”"especially"made"connections"between"the"
two" causes." The" panel" connected" both" race" and" gender" struggles" by"
including" representatives" from" both" movements’" demographics:" an"
ordained" white" woman," a" queer" white" woman," an" ordained" queer" black"
woman,"and"an"ordained"black"man."They"spoke"about"the"struggles"in"the"
contemporary" South" for" both" racial" and" sexual" justice" issues." Civil" Rights"
movement" leader" Bayard" Rustin" proved" a" favorite" topic," uniting" both" the"
spirit"of"the"Civil"Rights"movement"and"of"the"gay"rights"movement."These"
speakers" modelled" the" language" of" progressivism" for" the" participants"
attending"the"panel,"speaking"comfortably"about"LGBTQ"rights"and"identity"
while" using" key" progressive" terms" like" “allies,”" “trans,”" and" “cisgender.”"
They" addressed" LGBTQ" discrimination," queer" theology," and" LGBTQ"
ordination,"as"well"as"current"legislative"fights"in"North"Carolina"and"other"
Southern" states." When" audience" members" asked" questions," they" heard"
panelist" translate" their" words" into" this" new" vocabulary" and" thereby" also"
learned"how"to"integrate"this"language"into"their"own"speaking.""
Meanwhile" “50" Shades" of" Hope,”" another" notable" event" about"
gender" and" sexuality" at" the" festival," highlighted" feminist" theology" and"
women’s" issues." Surprisingly" analytic" and" academic," “50" Shades" of" Hope”"
equipped" Goosers" with" more" language" and" theory." The" event" dealt" with"
the" idea" that" “[f]ear" of" the" body" in" Christianity" has" led" to" systems" of"
repression" and" oppression" often" characterized" by" bifurcated," abused," and"
broken"bodies”"and"that"healing"can"only"happen"“by"embracing"the"power"
of" eros—that" deep" felt" desire" for" mutuality" with" others" that" affirms" our"
wholeness" as" embodied" creatures.”106" Writer" and" pastor" Julie" Clawson"
examined" the" cultural" phenomenon" of" 50# Shades# of# Gray,# which" has"
become" a" national" obsession" since" it" was" first" published" in" 2011." She"
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explained" that" after" 9/11," people" returned" to" traditional" gender" roles" for"
security"and"that"hyperImasculinity,"stories"of"heroes,"and"the"idea"of"the"
subservient" housewife" experienced" a" resurgence." Giving" participants"
historical" background," she" explained" that" women" have" traditionally"
represented" carnality," body," and" death." While" men" have" been" connected"
with" culture," women" have" been" connected" with" nature" as" “lower," base"
beings.”"In"contrast,"she"claimed"that"the"BDSM"erotic"novel"50#Shades#of#
Gray# allowed" women" to" connect" to" their" bodies;" in" the" same" way,"
Christians"should"recognize"the"importance"of"bodies."She"said,"“We"need"
to" have" a" right" relationship—not" a" hierarchy—of" body" and" mind.”"
Clawson’s"discussion"of"sexuality"and"eroticism"would"not"have"occurred"at"
a" more" conservative" evangelical" festival" for" multiple" reasons." First—and"
most"obviously—she"addressed"nonI”traditional”"ideas"of"sexuality,"such"as"
eroticism" and" BDSM," which" mainstream" evangelicals" oppose." In" addition,"
though," the" event’s" title" was" inherently" playful," riffing" on" a" popular" nonI
Christian"erotic"novel"to"make"a"point"about"feminist"theology."Mainstream"
evangelicals,"so"committed"to"the"concept"of"being"“in”"the"world"but"not"
“of”" it," would" not" engage" in" play" with" pop" culture" sexuality" in" the" same"
way.""
“50" Shades" of" Hope”" represents" the" openness" of" the" Wild" Goose"
Festival" on" issues" of" sexuality." Clawson" encouraged" questions" and"
comments"from"the"audience"and"received"many"responses."A"lesbian"told"
her" story" of" growing" up" in" the" Pentecostal" church," being" outed," and" then"
running" away" from" that" church." A" middleIaged" white" man" talked" about"
how"he"had"discovered"himself"as"a"sexual"being;"another"man"asked"about"
“getting" horny,”" looking" lustfully" at" women," and" how" to" square" that" with"
spirituality." Clawson" patiently" answered" these" questions" by" drawing" upon"
ideas"of"feminist"and"body"theology,"quoting"theologians"and"scholars"and"
recommending" more" reading" to" the" Goosers." The" end" of" the" event," she"
received" a" loud" round" of" applause" when" she" said," “When" you" make"
teenage"boys"feel"shameful"about"sexual"urges,"you"leave"them"to"learn"it"
from"violent"porn.”"Such"a"reaction"showed"that"Goosers"are"comfortable"
about" the" idea" of" letting" their" young" people" embrace" sexuality." The"
Goosers"see"themselves"as"having"more"open"minds"than"their"mainstream"
evangelical" counterparts" on" issues" of" sexuality," sensuality," and" gender.107"
Events"like"“50"Shades"of"Hope”"allow"them"to"ask"questions"and"learn"the"
academic"language"and"theory"for"thinking"about"these"issues.""
In" regard" to" issues" of" race" and" of" sexuality" and" gender," the"
Goosers’" hearts" lean" in" the" progressive" direction." However," as" Southern"
evangelicals," many" do" not" yet" know" the" language" that" progressives" use"
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when" championing" social" justice" causes," including" racial" equality," LGBTQ"
rights," and" women’s" rights." Through" engagement" with" nationallyIknown"
speakers"of"the"evangelical"left,"Goosers"learn"this"language"and,"in"doing"
so," how" to" enter" the" conversation" around" social" justice." This" festival"
enables" progressive" Southern" evangelicals" to" equip" themselves" with" the"
tools"to"fight"for"social"justice"causes"in"the"conservative"landscape"of"the"
South"which"they"call"home.""
"

SOCIAL HIERARCHIES
"
"
While" the" Wild" Goose" Festival" might" seem" to" be" a" progressive"
utopia,"the"format"did"raise"distinct"issues"of"class"differences"and"tension,"
even" among" attendees." These" dynamics" are" inevitable" in" the" teacherI
student" relationship" between" the" nationally" known" progressive" Christians"
speaking"at"the"Wild"Goose"Festival"and"the"Goosers"who"are"there"to"hear"
them."These"nationally"known"speakers"are"often"highly"educated—Phyllis"
Tickle" called" herself" “a" recovering" academic”;" Harding" has" a" doctorate;"
MacLaren"taught"English"in"academia"before"becoming"a"pastor."They"have"
book"deals,"speaking"engagements,"and"teaching"positions."In"fact,"many"of"
the"speakers"at"the"festival"stayed"in"the"campground’s"wood"cabins"with"
beds" and" sturdy" roofs—accommodations" only" available" for" speakers" and"
festival" organizers—while" the" majority" of" Goosers" camped" out" in" tents" in"
the" pouring" rain." This" situation" highlighted" the" divide" between" the" “big"
names”"and"the"local"participants.""
"
The" division" was" not" just" between" speakers" and" listeners," either."
There"was"also"a"gap"between"the"speakers"with"national"recognition"and"
the" local" speakers." Morgan" Guyton," a" Methodist" minister" from" Virginia,"
writes" in" his" article" “Wild" Goose" Festival:" How" Can" Christians" Transcend"
Celebrity" Culture?”" about" his" experience" as" a" local" Southern" speaker." He,"
too," received" the" orange" wristband" that" signified" speaker" status," and" he"
thought" this" would" give" him" a" chance" to" converse" with" the" “rock" star”"
speakers" of" the" festival.108" Instead," the" reaction" from" these" highIprofile"
speakers"was"more"like,"“‘Hey"great"to"meet"you"in"person;"let"me"catch"up"
with"you"later.’”109"Such"dynamics"played"out"spatially"as"well."People"like"
Tickle"and"MacLaren"appeared"on"the"Main"Stage"and"at"other"large"venues"
at" the" festival," while" local" speakers" were" often" relegated" to" distant" tents"
which" required" slogging" through" mud" or" down" long" paths" to" reach." To"
Guyton," all" this" represents" a" festival" that" seems" to" him" more" about"
celebrity"worship"than"genuine"conversation."He"writes:"
"
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But"what"would"a"national"progressive"Christian"gathering"look"like"
that" was" intentionally" antiIcelebrity?" What" if" we" got" our" books"
signed"by"the"yellow"wristband"strangers"sitting"next"us"whom"we"
actually"got"to"know"instead"of"the"celebrity"authors"for"whom"we"
try"to"come"up"with"some"intelligent"comment"in"that"tenIsecond"
window"when"they"ask"who"they"should"write"it"out"to?"What"if"the"
“conversations”" that" we’re" supposedly" having" at" these" gatherings"
weren’t" panel" discussions" between" orange" wristband" people" but"
actual" conversations" in" which" yellow" wristband" people" interacted"
in" small" groups?" What" if" marginalized" people" themselves" really"
were" in" the" vanguard" at" these" types" of" gatherings" instead" of" just"
the"“experts”"who"study"them?110"
"
Guyton" is" disturbed" that," at" a" festival" which" champions" social" justice,"
attendees"are"so"concerned"with"seeing"and"meeting"progressive"Christian"
celebrities."By"fawning"over"these"figures,"he"feels"that"Goosers"are"losing"
touch"with"real"social"justice"work.""
While"such"“celebrity"culture”"is—as"Guyton"argues—problematic,"
I"would"argue"that"it"is"symptomatic"of"the"emergent"church"movement’s"
antiIhierarchical"stance."In"rejecting"traditional"structures"of"hierarchy"and"
authority," emergents" have" supplanted" official" clergy" leadership" with" the"
guidance" of" charismatic," nationally" recognized" authority" in" the" form" of"
writers," thinkers," and" speakers." There" are" class" divisions," yes," but" most" of"
the" Goosers" I" interviewed" were" not" resentful" of" them." Instead," most"
Southern"Christians"were"excited"to"have"the"opportunity"to"see"and"shake"
the"hands"of"some"of"their"progressive"Christian"heroes."Though"nationalI
level"speakers"slept"in"cabins"and"stood"on"stages,"Goosers"still"felt"a"sense"
of" community" with" them," embodied" in" moments" like" the" singing" of" “We"
Are" Building" Up" a" New" World,”" when" those" with" orange" wristbands" and"
yellow"wristbands"alike"joined"together"in"hopeful"song.""
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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PART III: AFTER
"

REACTIONS
"
“Obviously, this has engendered some pushback and some critique. And
so some certain people say, ‘Oh, you’re a bunch of heretics, you’re a
bunch of liberals,’ and they have all kinds of names that are a way to
say, ‘We’re nervous about that, keep it at a distance.’”
- Brian McLaren111
"
In"this"section,"I"read"across"an"array"of"responses"to"the"2013"Wild"
Goose" Festival.112" The" Wild" Goose" Festival" has" been" met" with" delight" by"
many" Christians," especially" by" individuals" who" have" had" personal"
experiences" of" community" at" the" festival" and" by" mainline" Protestants,"
many" of" whom" are" excited" to" have" representation" at" this" progressive"
event."Most"of"these"reactions"appear"online"in"the"form"of"personal"blogs"
as" well" as" in" news" articles" and" on" Christian" websites," particularly" on"
progressive" Christian" sites" like" the" Sojourners" website.113" Websites" with"
national" circulation" have" given" extensive" coverage" of" the" festival—The#
Huffington# Post" has" over" 500" articles" about" the" Wild" Goose" Festival,114"
while" the" religion" blogging" site" Patheos.com115" features" hundreds" more"
posts"about"the"festival"from"its"various"bloggers."The"majority"of"pieces"on"
The#Huffington#Post#and"Patheos.com"take"positive"views"of"the"festival.""
These"positive"reactions"often"feature"people"who"describe"having"
had" emotional" experiences" of" acceptance" at" the" festival." Evangelical"
blogger" Brandan" Robertson" writes" that" the" festival" had" a" “truly" lifeI
changing"impact"on"me”"and"that"“[i]f"the"Wild"Goose"Festival"is"anything,"
it's" a" prophetic" beacon" of" hope" for" the" future.”116" Like" many" writers," he"
emphasizes" the" sense" of" community" in" “this" ragItag" group" of" ChristianyI
type"people"who"are"committed"to"doing"justice,"loving"mercy,"and"walking"
humbly" with" our" God.”117" Bloggers" and" journalists" who" had" gone" to" the"
festival" repeatedly" cited" the" sense" of" acceptance" they" found" among" the"
Goosers," with" their" varied" theologies" and" their" steadfast" commitment" to"
social"justice"and"love.""
Many" positive" reactions" also" come" straight" from" mainline"
denominations," praising" the" involvement" of" the" members" of" the"
denomination" in" such" a" progressive" event." United" Methodist" pastor"
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Michael" Rich" wrote" a" piece" for" The# United# Methodist# Reporter# which"
announces"the"Methodist"representation"at"the"festival"and"claims"that"the"
Wild" Goose" Festival" unwittingly" reflects" some" of" the" main" concepts" of"
Methodism," including" “the" core" United" Methodist" theology" of" holding" in"
tension" love" of" God" with" love" of" neighbor.”118" Associated# Baptist# Press#
editor" Jeff" Brumley" presents" interviews" of" many" of" the" Baptists" at" the"
festival" and" explains" how," while" some" of" these" Baptists" are" not" “fully" in"
their"[the"Wild"Goose"Festival’s]"camp,”"they"support"many"of"the"festival’s"
ideas.119" From" Methodists" to" Baptists" to" other" denominations," mainline"
Protestants"were"excited"to"claim"a"part"in"the"Wild"Goose"Festival."""
Yet"between"the"Beer’n’Hymns,"support"of"LGBTQ"rights,"and"riffs"
on"50#Shades#of#Gray,#the"Wild"Goose"Festival"has"also"ruffled"quite"a"few"
feathers"among"American"Christians."Negative"reactions"tend"to"come"from"
conservative"evangelicals"who"criticize"Goosers"for"being"pretentious"elites,"
for" having" weak" theology," and" for" supporting" issues" which" threaten"
conservative"mainstream"evangelicalism."While"there"is"an"element"of"class"
division" between" elites" and" nonIelites" at" the" festival," many" mainstream"
evangelicals" group" all" Goosers" together" as" pretentious" elites." One" such"
example" is" “Among" the" Intellectualoids:" ExIEvangelicals" &" Chili" Cornbread"
Eucharist,”" an" article" on" the" conservative" news" website" The# American#
Spectator.120# Writer" Barton" Gingerich" takes" an" antiIintellectual" stance" by"
using" the" label" “intellectualoids”" as" a" pejorative" term" for" the" Goosers." He"
describes" the" Cornbread" Communion" as" part" of" “this" insipid" ‘Stuff" White"
People"Like’"vibe"[that]"resembles"a"Portlandia"sketch"more"than"a"religious"
service.”121"He"claims"that"Goosers"cared"more"about"“whether"or"not"the"
ingredients" are" certified" fair" trade" organic”" than" about" Christ.122" By"
referring"to"wellIknown"pop"culture"representations"of"hipsters,"this"article"
paints" Goosers" as" shallow" elites" concerned" with" fads" rather" than" as"
“authentic”123"Christians.""
The"question"about"“authenticity”"carried"over"into"concerns"about"
theology." Gingerich" called" Goosers" “exIevangelicals,”" though" scholars"
define"emergents"as"evangelicals"for"their"commitment"to"scripture"and"to"
Jesus.124"Gingerich"also"says,"“It"seems"that,"in"reaching"out"to"theological"
misfits,"the"Wild"Goose"Festival"has"picked"up"all"the"heretics.”125"Here"he"
suggests"the"Goosers"are"both"theological"misfits"and"heretics.126"In"a"post"
entitled" “On" the" Wild" Goat—er," uh," Goose—Festival”" on" a" personal" blog"
about" Christianity," an" anonymous" blogger" is" even" more" harsh." He" writes,"
“These" people" claim" the" name" of" Christ." They" are" wolves" in" sheep’s"
clothing...They" can" play" the" ‘we’re" Christians’" card" because" weakIwilled"
BibleIbelievers"wouldn’t"kick"them"out"of"the"church"years"ago.”127"Another"
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blogger," belonging" to" the" evangelical" Church" of" the" Nazarene," writes" that"
“this" pagan" gathering" celebrates" anything" but" biblical" Christianity.”128" The"
Goosers," for" these" evangelicals," are" not" “real”" Christians." Instead," they"
have"wandered"outside"the"folds"of"both"evangelicalism"and"orthodoxy.""
What"exactly,"then,"is"wrong"with"the"theology"of"the"Wild"Goose"
Festival?" Conservatives" complained" about" New" Age" spirituality" and"
mysticism," as" well" as" a" weak" and" uncertain" view" of" God." The" Spectator"
article" claimed" that" the" festival" was" full" of" “Evangelical" Left" Luminaries"
espousing" theologies”" similar" to" the" “new" age" pronouncements”" of" Yoda,"
the" sageIlike" character" from" Star# Wars," resulting" in" “looseyIgoosey"
theology”" which" allowed" “for" a" panoply" of" beliefs" and" practices.”129"
Meanwhile," Rev." Ken" Silva," an" ordained" Southern" Baptist" minister," called"
Goosers"“neoIGnostic"fools”"on"his"blog,"saying"that"they"have"“unbuckled"
themselves" from" the" Word" of" God" and" have" embarked" upon" their" Wild"
Goose" Chase" of" subjective" experience,”" valuing" the" “manIlove" of" heart"
murmur"spirituality"at"the"expense"of"the"GodIcentered"spirituality"of"sola"
Scriptura.”130" The" Nazarene" blogger" faults" Goosers" for" “promot[ing]"
contemplative" mysticism.”131" Generally," mainstream" evangelicals" felt" that"
Goosers" had" abandoned" orthodox" Christianity" for" “spiritual”—but" not"
religious—ideas"rooted"in"experience"rather"than"scripture.""
Mainstream" evangelicals" took" umbrage" especially" to" Goosers’"
theological" conceptions" of" God," claiming" that" the" festivalIgoers" destroyed"
Christianity’s" God" by" making" God" an" uncertain—and" progressive—figure."
Silva" writes" that" Goosers" have" fallen" into" the" “delusion" of" creating" your"
own" Christianity" with" a" mystic" mush" god" made" in" your" own" image.”132" In"
her" article" “Certain" about" Uncertainty”" on" the" website" of" conservative"
evangelical" Christian" news" magazine" World# Mag,# writer" Janie" B." Cheaney"
attacks" the" Wild" Goose" Festival" for" openly" questioning" ideas" of" God" and"
rejecting" certainty" and" truth" claims" by" celebrating" “a" god" whose"
dimensions" are" too" vast" to" pack" into" a" rigid" set" of" doctrines.”133" Others"
complain" about" the" progressive" attributes" Goosers" gave" to" God." The"
Spectator#article"criticizes"the"festival’s"image"of"God"as"a"peaceful"pacifist"
who"does"not"punish"sin"with"hell"and"who"does"not"inflict"pain"in"order"to"
carry" out" justice.134" Cheaney" points" out" what" she" sees" as" Gooser"
hypocrisy—they"claim"to"be"uncertain"about"God,"but"“they"are"pretty"sure"
that" God" would" approve" sameIsex" marriage" and" deplore" this" summer’s"
Supreme" Court" decision" on" voting" rights.”135" The" vague," nonviolent," and"
leftIleaning"God"of"the"Goosers"concerned"mainstream"evangelicals.""
In" fact," Goosers’" progressive" politics," especially" those" around"
sexuality," disturbed" more" conservative" evangelicals." Many" felt" that"
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progressivism" was" a" movement" associated" with" the" secular" Left" and" that"
involvement"with"progressive"causes"meant"that"Goosers"“love"themselves"
and"their"popularity"more"than"they"love"others,"and"they"follow"the"world,"
not"God.”136"In"the"eyes"of"many"of"these"writers,"allying"themselves"with"
progressive" politics" is" an" illIfated" and" inauthentic" popularity" grab" for"
Goosers."Gingerich"writes"that"the"Goosers"“hitch"their"cart"to"such"falling"
stars" as" environmentalism," pacifism," the" Moral" Monday" protests," wealth"
redistribution," and" ‘laughter" yoga’”" because" they" are" too" concerned" with"
popular"culture"and"with"being"“cool.”137""
By"far"the"most"concerning"of"these"progressive"issues,"however,"is"
that" of" LGBTQ" rights." Both" the" Spectator# article138" and" the" “On" the" Wild"
Goat—er,"uh,"Goose—Festival”139"criticized"support"of"LGBTQ,"trans*,"and"
other"sexuality"issues"at"the"Wild"Goose"Festival."The"Church"of"Nazarene"
blogger" called" the" festival" a" “Sodom" and" GomorrahIstyle" party”" for" its"
promotion"of"LGBTQ"groups.140"Yet"perhaps"the"most"vehement"description"
of" the" festival" comes" from" a" newsletter" from" Lighthouse" Trails," a"
conservative" evangelical" publishing" project" opposed" to" the" “mystical”"
Christianity" of" the" emergent" church" movement.141" As" quoted" in" the"
beginning"of"this"paper,"they"call"the"emergent"church"movement"and"the"
Wild"Goose"Festival"“a"fullIblown"EasternIstyle"mysticismIenergized,"quasiI
Marxist,"
liberal,"
antiIatonement,"
proIhomosexual"
marriage"
‘community.’”142" These" criticisms," centered" on" progressive" politics" and"
ideas" about" sexuality," reveal" the" concern" that" the" emergent" church"
movement"has"raised"among"mainstream"evangelicals.""
Many" evangelical" writers" made" it" clear" that" they" viewed" the"
emergent" church" movement—with" the" Wild" Goose" Festival" as" a" prime"
example"of"this"movement—as"a"dire"threat"to"mainstream"evangelicalism."
For"these"evangelicals,"to"be"evangelical"means"to"affirm"Biblical"literalism"
and"the"importance"of"converting"nonIbelievers."Emergents"are"a"threat"to"
this" idea" of" evangelicalism" because" they" are" just" too" close" to" home." The"
emergent" church" movement" boasts" many" members" who" have" migrated"
from" mainstream" evangelicalism," and" these" members" still" affirm" the"
importance"of"scripture"and"faith"in"Jesus."Yet"emergents"are"also"putting"
forward" “dangerous”" progressive" ideas" which" are" disrupting" mainstream"
evangelicalism." Many" writers" penned" their" articles" and" blog" posts" to"
protest" that" “their”" people—in" other" words," mainstream" evangelicals—
were"participating"in"the"Wild"Goose"Festival,"which"they"saw"as"a"betrayal."
The"Church"of"the"Nazarene"blogger"was"concerned"that"many"leaders"from"
his"denomination,"including"a"professor"at"Nazarene"Theological"Seminary,"
had"appeared"at"the"festival.143"Lighthouse"Trails"sent"out"their"newsletter"
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to" warn" people" that" Phillip" Yancey," “one" of" the" most" prolific" evangelical"
authors" and" an" editor" of" THE" Christian" magazine,”" as" well" as" Intervarsity"
Press,"“a"formerly"traditional"evangelical"publishing"company,”"would"be"at"
the" festival.144" These" appearances" signalled" “how" much" the" emergent"
church" has" influenced" and" infiltrated" evangelical" Christianity.”145"
Mainstream"evangelicals"criticize"the"Wild"Goose"Festival"because"they"feel"
threatened" by" the" growing" influence" of" the" progressive" emergent" church"
movement.""
By" attacking" emergent" “authenticity,”" theology," and" politics,"
mainstream" evangelicals" hope" to" discredit" the" movement." However,"
emergents"are"attracting"young"people"and"leftIleaning"Southern"Christians"
who" feel" trapped" by" the" conservatism" of" the" Bible" Belt." They" are" also"
attracting"the"excitement"of"mainline"denominations,"who"are"interested"in"
having" their" adherents" be" a" part" of" a" fresh" new" movement," as" well" as"
inspiring" individual" Christians" with" new" visions" of" community" and"
experience." The" emergents" of" the" Wild" Goose" Festival" are" shaping" the"
trajectory" of" evangelicalism" in" the" United" States—especially" in" the" South,"
departing" from" the" status" quo" of" mainstream" evangelicalism" in" radical"
ways.""
"

BEYOND THE CULTURE WARS
"
In" Culture# Wars:# The# Struggle# to# Define# America," James" Davison"
Hunter"claimed"that"“America"is"in"the"midst"of"a"culture"war"that"has"had"
and"will"continue"to"have"reverberations"not"only"within"public"policy"but"
within"the"lives"of"ordinary"Americans"everywhere.”146""
Writing" in" 1991," he" set" up" the" culture" wars" as" a" conflict" between"
the" orthodox" and" the" progressives.# For" Hunter," these" two" sides" are" not"
made"up"so"much"by"specific"groups"as"by"those"with"certain"dispositions—
as" Hunter" calls" it," “an" impulse" toward" orthodoxy”" or" “an" impulse" toward"
progressivism.”147" The" difference" between" these" two" sides" lies" in" the"
sources"from"which"they"derive"authority."The"orthodox"side"represents"“a"
commitment" on" the" part" of" adherents" to" an" external," definable," and"
transcendent" authority,”" usually" religious.148" Meanwhile," progressives" find"
authority"“in"personal"experience"or"scientific"rationality.”149"In"his"setup"of"
orthodox" versus" progressive," “Evangelical" and" Fundamentalist" Protestants"
are" the" most" visible" and" vocal" actors" on" the" orthodox" side" of" the" new"
cultural" divide,”" while" “the" secular" activists" of" NOW," the" ACLU," or" the"
People" for" the" American" Way" are" among" the" most" visible" actors" on" the"
progressive" side" of" the" divide.”150" While" Hunter" does" acknowledge" the"
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presence"of"mainline"Protestants"on"the"progressive"side"at"the"time"of"his"
writing," he" places" evangelicals—and" most" religious" voices—on" the"
orthodox" side." In" their" article" “God" and" Caesar" in" America,”" David" E."
Campbell" and" Robert" D." Putnam" acknowledge" the" “God" Gap”" between"
“between"churchgoing"Republicans"and"secular"white"Democrats,”"a"trend"
which" rose" in" the" 1990s" and" continues" today.151" Yet" the" “religious"
conservatives"versus"secular"progressives”"dynamics"of"Hunter’s"thesis"are"
changing"in"today’s"world.""
The" lines" are" no" longer" so" strong" in" dividing" evangelicals" and"
mainline" Protestants," as" the" Wild" Goose" Festival" demonstrates." Instead,"
progressive" Christians—including" evangelicals—are" banding" together"
across" denominational" lines" in" a" response" to" the" legacy" of" the" Religious"
Right." In" their" piece," Campbell" and" Putnam" write" about" cultural"
“aftershocks,”" citing" the" rise" of" the" religiously" unaffiliated" “nones”" as" a"
reaction" to" the" Religious" Right," which" has" made" “nones”" see" religion" as"
“‘Republican,’"‘intolerant,’"and"‘homophobic.’”152"Yet"this"has"not"been"the"
only" aftershock" resulting" from" the" Religious" Right." Goosers—and" their"
progressive" mainline" and" Catholic" siblings—are" creating" an" aftershock" of"
their" own," organizing" together" in" hopes" of" changing" this" negative"
perception"of"religion.""
In" his" epilogue," Hunter" puts" forth" a" series" of" suggestions" for"
resolving"the"culture"wars."The"Goosers"are"beginning"to"fulfill"many"of"his"
ideas," potentially" bridging" the" gap" between" religious" conservatives" and"
secular" liberals" by" speaking" the" languages" of" both" in" a" way" that" mainline"
Protestants" alone" cannot." Hunter" explains" that" “the" most" vocal" and" often"
the" most" bellicose" voices" of" religious" orthodoxy" have" coIopted" the"
language" of" obligation" and" moral" concern,”153" while" the" word" “morality”"
and" the" concept" of" “religion”" are" “very" often" dismissed" by" secular"
progressives" as" ‘rightIwing.’”154" Hunter" says" that" there" are" “moral"
arguments"to"be"made"and"moral"strategies"to"be"designed"that"lead"to"an"
articulation" of" a" progressive" vision" of" the" common" good," one" that" entails"
rights" and" responsibilities,”" but" that" no" one" is" making" them," because"
whoever" did" would" be" branded" as" a" “rightIwinger.”155" Campbell" and"
Putnam" echo" this," saying" that" “all" sides" —" progressive" and" conservative,"
religious" and" secular" —" should" be" concerned" that" placing" a" partisan" label"
on" religion" has" hurt" the" ability" of" religious" leaders" to" summon" moral"
arguments"on"behalf"of"causes"that"transcend"left"and"right.”156"However,"
the" Goosers" are" making" headway" here." They" are" disrupting" Hunter’s"
orthodox"versus"progressives"dichotomy."Evangelicals"like"the"Goosers"are"
holding" tight" to" their" orthodox" qualities—like" following" “an" external,"
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definable,"and"transcendent"authority”157—while"championing"progressive"
causes." Unlike" mainline" Protestants," who" often" draw" on" other" sources" of"
authority" such" as" science," the" Goosers" are" deeply" rooted" in" the"
transcendent"authority"of"scripture"and"the"teachings"of"Jesus,"just"as"their"
mainstream" evangelical" kin" are—yet" this" authority" leads" the" Goosers" to"
take" action" in" a" progressive" way" instead" of" an" orthodox" one." With" their"
evangelical" sources" of" authority," Goosers" have" the" language" of" moral"
authority"on"their"side,"reclaiming"it"from"the"most"fundamentalist"voices."
Yet"they"are"using"that"moral"authority"to"further"progressive"political"and"
social" causes," joining" with" those" on" the" secular" Left." In" this" way," Goosers"
are" using" their" Southern" Christian" identities," so" rooted" in" religious"
concepts," to" bring" the" moral" language" of" evangelicalism" to" secular"
progressives.""
Hunter"also"highlights"the"problem"of"the"inaccessible"language"of"
progressivism." Progressives," he" writes," often" speak" in" “economic" or"
philosophical" language" that" is" virtually" impenetrable" for" even" the" broadly"
read" nonexpert.”158" This" highly" academic" language—which" fails" to"
“resonate" with" anyone" but" those" who" breathe" the" rarified" air" of" the"
university" campus”159—prevents" privileged" progressives" from" connecting"
and"communicating"with"those"who"may"be"interested"in"similar"causes"but"
who" cannot" speak" that" elite" language." Enter" the" Wild" Goose" Festival,"
enabling" leftIleaning" evangelicals" to" learn" the" progressive" language" from"
fluent" speakers." Such" an" education" is" extremely" important," because" the"
Goosers"who"gain"the"knowledge"from"the"festival"will"be"able"to"return"to"
their" Southern" hometowns" and" translate" the" academic" jargon" into"
concepts"their"neighbors"can"understand—while"at"the"same"time"they"can"
also"enter"into"conversations"with"secular"progressives"on"a"national"scale,"
because"they"now"speak"the"language.""
The" Wild" Goose" Festival" is" providing" hundreds" of" Southern"
Christians"with"dual"citizenship"in"the"realms"of"Southern"Christianity"and"of"
progressivism." At" the" festival," Goosers" do" not" have" to" reject" the" essential"
parts"of"their"Southern"evangelicalism—the"hymnsings"and"the"prayers"and"
the" emphasis" on" Jesus—to" be" accepted" as" progressives." Instead," they" are"
equipped" with" the" language" that" progressives" use" on" the" national" stage,"
while"still"being"encouraged"to"embrace"their"deeply"religious"and"Southern"
practices."This"enables"them"to"connect"to"their"mainstream"evangelical"kin"
through" religious" and" regional" identities," while" also" building" relationships"
with" secular" progressives" through" shared" political" and" social" causes."
Goosers"perceive"that"Southern"conservative"evangelicalism"has"done"harm"
nationally—and"internationally—and"they"want"to"begin"a"healing"process."
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As"one"older"white"man"from"Alabama"said"during"the"one"of"the"festival’s"
workshops,"“I"hope"that"the"Wild"Goose"Festival’s"ideas"will"spread"to"make"
the"South"safe"for"the"nation,"and"make"the"nation"safe"for"the"world.”"If"
the"culture"wars"are"still"raging,"then"the"Wild"Goose"Festival"is"training"up"
a" force" of" peacebuilders." The" festival" may" have" its" flaws," but" the" Goosers"
truly"believe"in"what"they"sang"at"closing"ceremonies:"“We"are"building"up"
a"new"world,"and"builders"must"be"strong.”"
"
"
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